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YES

Festival of cycling
A great summer of FREE cycling events
in Nottingham
24 May: The Milk Race, Nottingham city centre
Until 20th June: The Nottingham Schools Cycle Challenge
20 & 21 June: Cycle Live, Victoria Embankment
11 September: The Tour of Britain comes to Nottingham,
Forest Recreation Ground
Plus lots more things to do, including FREE guided cycle
rides and FREE Citycard bike hire throughout the summer!

nottinghamcity.gov.uk/festivalofcycling
CYCLE CITY
festival of cycling

15 MAY

23 MAY

10 JUNE

14 JUNE

22 – 27 JUNE

6 – 11 JULY

27 JULY – 1 AUGUST

1 – 5 SEPTEMBER

A unique musical adventure
bursting with energy, comedy
and fun, featuring over 80 hits
from the likes of Madonna,
Michael Jackson, Queen, and
even Mozart. No instruments,
or sound effects; just eight
incredible, talented singercomedians.

Lovingly ripped off from the
classic film comedy ‘Monty
Python and the Holy Grail’,
Spamalot is a kind-of new
musical with a book by
Eric Idle and an entirely new
score, including the fantastic
tunes He Is Not Dead Yet,
Knights of the Round Table and
Always Look On The Bright
Side Of Life.

The violin maverick is joined
by dynamic orchestra, Oxford
Philomusica to perform works
including Bach, Kennedy’s own
pieces and arrangements for
violin and orchestra of the 20th
century emblem of American
song-writing, Jimi Hendrix.

Cornley Polytechnic Drama Society
set out to present J.M. Barrie’s
classic tale of Peter Pan. But, as
the title suggests, everything
that can go wrong… does. As the
accident prone thesps embark on
a thrilling adventure to Neverland,
hilariously disastrous results
unfold.

They began as an internet
phenomenon; four Utah dads who
created strikingly original selfmade music videos with a quirkyyet-virtuoso take on classical
music with a rock ‘n’ roll style.
With over 500 million YouTube
views, they’ve performed sold out
concerts around the world.

Following a sell-out West End
run at the Trafalgar Studios,
Ayub Khan Din’s modern comedy
classic comes to Nottingham,
starring Pauline McLynn
(Father Ted, Shameless) as Ella.

0115 989 5555 trch.co.uk

Costello’s solo shows have
been some of the most
adventurous of his career. His
Detour Tour is an opportunity
to dig deep into his vast
catalogue of classic hits, as well
as perform new material.

This is a rare opportunity to see
three of Alan Bennett’s original
monologues – A Cream Cracker
Under the Settee, A Chip in the
Sugar and A Lady of Letters –
starring Stephanie Cole
(Doc Martin, Still Open All Hours
& BBC Radio’s Cabin Pressure).

RoyalNottingham

@RoyalNottingham
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This monthly magazine malarky is great,
but it doesn’t half make the year fly it’s bleddy May already. Blow me down
with one of them feathers. We’ll be buying
scarves and gloves before you know it. But
enough of that for now, let’s rub our hands
with glee at what the summer’s going to
bring.
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It might be a little bit too early to be
getting properly into the summer spirit, but
fun can’t always be spontaneous. We’ve
got a handy guide to a load of festivals that
are coming up over the next six months,
including ones that aren’t only worth your
hard earned cash, but aren’t a complete
arse ache to get to. There’s also a cheeky
competition to win a pair of tickets to
Splendour Festival on page 16. Don’t be shy,
someone’s got to get their hands on them,
and with the likes of The Specials, Roots
Manuva and Bananarama playing, plus a
mighty fine selection of local acts, it’s going
to be a grand day out.
For those less than sunny days, embrace
your inner spod and check out our piece on
the recently opened National Videogame
Arcade in Hockley. Nottingham has been
holding its own with games houses and by
hosting GameCity for the last nine years,
an alternative gaming festival that’s all
about the players, it’s only natural that it
got housed here.
We also thought a catch-up with the trio
formerly known as Crazy Penis was well
overdue. They’ve been laying down some
hefty house tunes for the last twenty years
and we’ve not had a good natter with them
for about half of that. Also, harking back
a little further, we’ve delved into the little
known tale of how a promoter based in
Forest Fields booked Nirvana’s first ever
UK tour and helped lay the foundations
for their British fan base. Check out the
gorgeous centrespread to get the full
lowdown.
This is one hell of a chunky issue, and I
don’t have room to ramble on about the rest
of all the great stuff inside. Get stuck in,
take your time, and enjoy. I’ll be seeing you
next month.
Ali Emm
ali@leftlion.co.uk

Lamar Francois

/leftlion
@leftlion
@leftlionmagazine

LeftLion magazine has an estimated readership of 40,000 and is distributed to over 350 venues across the city of Nottingham. If your
venue isn’t one of them, or you’d like to advertise, contact Ash on 0115 9240476, email ash@leftlion.co.uk or visit leftlion.co.uk/rates

Our cover artist is a
photographer at heart
and an archivist by
day. He got the bug
for snapping urban
landscapes after
walking the streets of
Nottingham one December evening back
in 2008 – the magic has stayed with him
ever since. His love of photography is
rooted in its perfect marriage of art, science
and technology: the arts of composition,
gesture and visual perception, the science
of problem solving and the technology
of digital sensors. When not walking the
streets and capturing images, he is partial
to a spot of shoegaze music, a good jam roly
poly and some pistachio nuts.
picturedbylamar.co.uk

To get more out of LeftLion, check out the extra video content through scanning the following pages with the Layar app on your
cellular device: 6, 10, 13, 18/19, 24, 28/29, 42/43, 46, 50
leftlion.co.uk/issue67
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We delve a little deeper into the history of our city’s streets to
give you the tales they’d never have taught you at school…
The Medieval Town Wall
Keeping people out is no new venture, and
where UKIP immigration policy rears its ugly
head today, there were more basic methods
used in the past. Replacing twelfth century
earthen defences and ditches, Nottingham’s
town wall took about sixty years to complete,
starting around 1260. But these days, there’s
only one part of Nottingham’s original medieval
town wall – located within a hotel complex
close to Chapel Bar – that can be seen in its
original position.
The wall was needed after what Stapleton
(1912) described as “the virtual anarchy of
the Barons’ Wars”. He went on to say, “In the
the course of the Baron’s Wall, Nottingham
was thrice sacked and burnt. Whether in
consequence of these sanguinary experiences,
or because it was becoming the contemporary
practice, the project of adequately fortifying the
town with stone walls and gates was seriously
taken in hand.”
Extending well over 1km, it started at
Nottingham Castle’s defences to the west,
down Park Row and along Parliament Street
to the east. Stone gates at Chapel Bar, Cow
Gate, St John’s Bar and Swine Bar controlled
the roads into the town. East of Swine Bar, the
defences remained as an earth bank with a
ditch at the front.
The defences linked the old Anglo-Saxon town
and the castle, enclosing a lower ground only
occupied since the Norman Conquest (1066).
There’s no evidence of southern defences apart
from the river, marsh and cliff – which provided
perfectly adequate natural defences – and

until the mid-nineteenth century, Nottingham’s
physical extent remained unaltered.
Much of the town wall was demolished by 1540.
People weren’t shy about pinching building
stones from it either, meaning it virtually
disappeared by the late seventeenth century.
The surviving medieval wall is overlain by a
nineteenth century stone brick wall and floor –
which overlays a seventeenth and eighteenth
century brick wall – projecting at right angles
from beneath the floor. The bricks have been
left in place because they support the original
medieval wall.
The impressive face of the wall is made
of ‘ashlar’: flat-faced, coarse blocks of local
sandstone bonded with mortar. Behind the
face of it, there are less expensive building
materials – I suppose that’s one way of making
construction cheaper.
Irregular foundation stones at the foot of the
face indicate the original ground level – the full
height of the wall could have been a massive 8m
(26ft, three times the surviving height) with a
path along the top defended by battlements. A
wide ditch lay along the front of the wall and an
earth bank was heaped up at the back over the
lower courses.
At the far end of the surviving wall, a stone in
the lowest course bears an incised mason’s
mark – a simple cross. Each mason had their
own mark to show who had laid each piece of
masonry work. Stick that in your spray can.
For more on Nottingham History, check out the
Nottingham Hidden History website.
nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com

ADVERTISING SECTIONED
words: Wayne Burrows
Somnus Bedding: Full o’ the Joys of Spring! (Nottingham
Chronicle, 1935)
It's May, so looks like we're running headlong into that annual
three-month period of dashed expectations that we'll soon be
enjoying uninterrupted sunshine and warmth otherwise known
as 'spring'. What better way could there be to celebrate the
appearance of daffodils and dandelions on suddenly unkempt
grass verges than by digging out an eighty-year-old advert for
mattresses that involves a terrible pun on the word?
Clearly the bad puns have done the job because the bedding
company started making mattresses in the 1840s and is still
at it today. But perhaps it's less the scattershot thirties
copywriting that ensured the long-term survival of brand as
their choice of a name steeped in classical longevity. Somnus,
after all, is the Roman god of sleep, the mythological child of
night and darkness said to reside in an underworld cave with
a garden of poppies and other narcotic plants growing around
the front entrance.
He's also noted for having no gate or door to his dwelling, to
prevent the creak of hinges and clatter of latches disturbing
his slumber when his wife, Pasithea, Muse of relaxation and
hallucinations, fancies going out. What this has to do with the
arrival of spring, other than the tenuous connection between
the season and the coiled things that make mattresses
comfortable, is the simple fact that Somnus seems to be living
the kind of relaxed existence we're all hoping it might bring
with it.
leftlion.co.uk/adsectioned
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WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month...

How Now Antibiotic Cow
If you’ve just had some snap, maybe save
this one for later. Them lot in the white coats
(scientists, some may say) have found a
cure for MRSA and other superbugs in an
Anglo-Saxon treatment for eye infections,
translated by Dr Christina Lee of UoN. The
medieval concoction includes garlic, onion,
wine and cow bile. Nice. We don’t really
fancy drinking it, but if it’s gonna save lives,
then good on our bovine chums.

Breaking Barriers
Desperate times call for desperate measures
in times of austerity. One lad who clearly
couldn’t afford a gym membership was
spotted topping up his weight training
using a car park barrier at the train station.
Little did the thrifty bogger know, he was
caught on CCTV causing a hell of a lot of
damage, and the coppers are after him and
his sculpted arms. Next time, lad, use some
tins of beans out yer mam’s cupboard.

The Election
There are two parties you can’t vote
for: The Greens and UKIP. They are
absolutely bonkers. A good friend of
ours, who is a Labour member, reckons
the Conservatives are going to swoop
the board. Another man in the shop told
us the good thing about the Lib Dems is
they’ve made the Conservatives not so
conservative. But we know absolutely
nothing about politics.

photo: British Transport Police

The Queen’s Birthday
She’s done a marvellous job. We sent
her a telegram, as we do every year. We
were going to celebrate with a bottle of
Dom Perignon, but we forgot to put it in
the fridge.
Summer Holidays
We are going to paradise – Southwold
in Suffolk. We’ve been there every year
without fail for the last twenty years.
We stay at the poshest hotel on the

High Street. We’re planning some long
walks and to drink plenty of beer – we
would go sightseeing, but there’s
nothing to see.
Trident
We’re for it. Those people who say “we
won’t use it so there’s no point” are
crackers. That’s like saying get rid of the
hospitals when you’re not sick. It’s very
simple, just ban war.



No dictionaries up for grabs – they’re well expensive – but we will be giving away a fine tea towel and a mystery prize from a
local pahnd shop as a prize to one of you clever boggers who can be bothered to send in their completed crib.
Mail it to 8 Stoney Street, NG1 1LH, or be well fanceh and scan it and email it to editorial@leftlion.co.uk

THERE IS A HIDDEN MESSAGE
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Quad Film Festival
It’s not all beastiality and chest chompers
down Derby ends. They’re chucking on a
pretty sweet film festival from 1 – 10 May
at the Quad. Of course, they couldn’t quite
manage it on their own, and had to call in
the experts (us) to provide them with some
proper good film talent. Get yersens on that
Red Arrow and support the brave Notts
filmmakers who’ve crossed the border into
unchartered Derbyshire film territory...

Bit of a wordy so-and-so? Test your grey matter and Hoodtown knowledge here.

LEFTLION CROSSWORD
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Holographic Revolution
An almost unbelievable law enforced on the
residents of Spain now restricts civilian rights
to oppose government decisions by enforcing
a fine of up to €30,000 on all who participate
in peaceful protests. So the Spaniards have
taken matters into their own hands. After
nicknaming it the ‘Gag Law,’ they’ve kicked
up a right fuss, put their heads together and
created the world’s first holographic protest.
Scary, genius and downright awesome all
rolled into one.
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ACROSS
2 Waiter, there’s a cat in my coffee (5,4)
4 Big ball of fire in the sky (3)
7 There is such a thing as society. This one’s full of playful art (10)
8 This bird knows its beer (6,4)
10 The newly-opened Hockley place to do thumb exercises (abbr.) (3)
11 The Kamehameha star who’s phlexxing his musical muscles (4)
14 Lakeside children’s festival (5)
17 Children’s game evolved into an indoor music festival (3,2,3)
18 Mad android reads to chill out (5,5,5)
19 Shipping container art gallery (12)
20 Elderly cherub pub (3,5)



Owls About an Adventure?
Somebody bell up Miss Marple, there’s
been a kidnap! Ollie the ornamental owl has
been nicked from his home in the Admiral
Rodney pub, Calverton. No need to panic,
though, cos he’s been having a whale of a
time. His kidnappers have been treating him
to a round the world trip, with destinations
including Belfast, Benidorm and Tunisia,
and have set the ransom as a donation to a
charity of the landlord’s choice.

Killer Bees
We have been warned. Following on from
sightings, and even deaths in France, we
are to expect hordes of killer Asian hornets.
Apparently. The buzzing murderers have
been responsible for six deaths in the last
eleven years in France, and are capable of
killing 30,000 bees in one go. There’s only
one thing for it. Stay indoors, hide yer mam,
hide yer missus and keep your pets close,
Nottinghamians. And don’t trust anything
that buzzes.

Game Face
The gaming wizards at Dambuster Studios
are immortalising a few lucky models
in the follow-up to invasion-era game,
Homefront: The Revolution. Set in an
occupied Philadelphia, USA, the game will
feature lifelike characters, created using
hundreds of photographs of real human
faces. The Notts-based company have been
so inundated with applications to model for
the game that their servers have collapsed.
The gap between virtual and reality just got
a little more blurred, folks.



Eye Spy
Never did we expect our smartest, most
hard working students to be punished for
being brainier than your average Hoodtown
rat, but that’s exactly what’s happened to
poor Laura Sumner. The History PhD student
from University of Nottingham was accused
of visiting Russia as a spy, and has had to
leave her work at an archiving department.
Paranoid much?

Fag Ends
Fittingly, a former fag factory is now nothing
more than a large pile of ash, thanks to a
riotous blaze that persisted for ten days. The
building had recently been transformed into
student flats, all of which were destroyed in
the flames. The university took the homeless
students in, but evacuated families from
nearby terraced houses had to stay in the
John Carroll Leisure Centre. Poor bleeders.

Teething Problems on the 45
We know, we shouldn’t have been so
surprised when we heard. It is Derby, after
all, but the sheep romancers have reached
new lows with this one. A bus driver on the
Arriva 45 bit a bus punter on the chest after
a disagreement over ticket prices. That’s
right, he bit him. Right on the boobie. The
laughable offence apparently stemmed from
a disagreement on ticket prices. A £1.50
disagreement. Bit extreme.

 

Free Wi-Fi
Good news, good people of Nottingham.
Gone are the days of rinsing your data. You’ll
now be able to tweet about the size of the
Greggs queue and post your Market Square
selfies in the comfort of complimentary
internet. Thanks to the boffs over at BT,
you’ll now have access to free Wi-Fi in the
city centre, so you’ll never have to talk to
yer mates in person again. Thank God for
that, eh?

NOT NOTTS

DOWN
1 Legendary music hall (4,5)
3 What you going to do on 7 May? (4)
4 Stinky, one-liner funny man who’ll be about this month (7,7)
5 Tintype photographer extraordinaire (6,6)
6 The big dish outside Nottingham Play’aahse (3,6)
9 Byron’s childhood love lived here (8,4)
12 Derby and Chesterfield bus (3,5)
13 The true European Tree of the Year. Yeah, fuck the haters (5,3)
15 You’d be mistaken if you thought this theatre festival was about typeface (4)
16 Noah got his threads from here (3)

leftlion.co.uk/issue67
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Jaunty

They see me walkin’, they hatin’
Tony Evans
flickr: EightBitTony

Spideh

Me spider senses are proper tinglin’, duck.
David Wallace
davidwallaceshoots.portfoliobox.me
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Angels of the Cemetary
Don’t blink.

Ian Emerson
flickr: ian.emerson36

Untitled

Home Time

Toy Story rejects

When I were a lad...
Keith Turner
flickr: kthtrnr

Gavin Conwill
flickr: Urban Shutterbug

Shaping sonic landscapes like they’re some kind of musical ice age, 8mm Orchestra
can take you from blissed-out calm to paranoid edginess, and back again, over the
course of one song. With a fondness for fairy lights and playing live in their socks,
they are partial to the occasional live soundtracking of classic films. With time on their
hands now they’ve put the final touches to a new EP, we got them to answer a few
questions with their cameras.
8mm Orchestra will be releasing their latest EP in the next few months.

10
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8mmorchestra.bandcamp.com

SATURDAY 18TH JULY 2015 WOLLATON PARK
MAIN STAGE

YES

WITH VERY
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ROOTS MANUVA
COMPETITION
WINNER
CONFETTI STAGE

THE TWANG // FEROCIOUS DOG // IRIS GOLD
KETO // THE SWIINES // GEORGIE

COMEDY STAGE

ACOUSTIC ROOMS STAGE

ANDY ROBINSON (COMPÈRE) // JOLLYBOAT
IAN D. MONTFORT // ELLIE TAYLOR
CHRISTIAN REILLY // JOHN ROBERTSON

JOY MUMFORD // EYRE LLEW // CEDRIC PETERS
JAMIE LAWSON // MOLLY AND JACK // RJMARKS
DAUDI MATSIKO // HHYMN // PIERCE BROTHERS
MARTIN LUKE BROWN
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* KIDS’ AREA *
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Hotel Deux

words: Scott Oliver
photo: Simon Parfrement

The artists Crazy P, formerly known as Crazy Penis – initially Jim Baron and Chris Todd, who met at Trent University, with
singer Danielle Moore joining in 2000 – are approaching their twentieth year blending a sunny-yet-heady cocktail of disco,
deep house, boogie, funk and soul. This month, they’re set to release their seventh album while hitting the road with a full,
five-piece live band. We grabbed the trio for a chinwag...
You’ve been at it for almost twenty years. Has the creative
process become easier over time?
Chris: It’s never something that becomes more ‘on tap,’
because you have to grow, change and broaden your
horizons. Sometimes you can have a week in a studio and
nothing happens.
Jim: In terms of learning your craft technically, things are
a lot quicker than they used to be. Creatively, it’s the same
as always – sit at the keyboard and pray something happens.
Have you got a method for when you have a barren
period? Go to the pub and get shitfaced?
Chris: Yeah, pretty much. You have to get away and think
about something else. Go and visit your mum and walk the
dog for the weekend or something.
Jim: Simon Mills from Bent used to go down to a junk
shop, if he was feeling creatively dry, and buy five random
records to make or sample something from. You narrow your
parameters, which is sometimes good when you’re starting
off with an idea.
How about the lyrics? How do they come about?
Danielle: I write the lyrics but it’s not something I go
away and bring back to the table. It’s usually something
emotional brought about from the melody, often affected
by what’s happening in my life. I’m not an abstract writer.
I’d like to tap into that but you can sound like you’re too
obviously trying.
Jim: It’s a fine line – step over it and you’re into
cheese territory.
What about the mechanics of sustaining a career in music?
How important is live stuff?
Danielle: Even playing Cardiff on a Wednesday night to
thirty people – it’s gotta be the best show you’ve ever done,
otherwise you lose momentum. You’ve gotta give it your all
every time you play. Those people have turned up, bought a
ticket and supported you.
Chris: It’s not been affected by the digital side of things.
People still pay money to go see a band. People like us don’t
make any money off records any more. It’s all about the gigs.
Jim: You tend to centre it around releases now. You used to
do one-offs, now you do it around the album.
What about the stuff peripheral to making music?
Chris: Logistics are marginally slicker. We’re more aware
than ten years ago.
Jim: Peripherals aren’t our strong point. We’re just about
together enough to put out a good tune without worrying
about driving to Swindon on a Wednesday night.
Danielle: Touring is a wonderful feeling. You go through big
ups and downs and when you’re not together, you

can wander off into your own mind and that becomes a
challenging place. When the band comes together, it’s like a
footie team coming together – it’s better than doing keepyuppies in your back garden with a deflated ball.
Are you still burning the candle at both ends when you’re
on tour?
Jim: I can’t do it anymore. I’d love to still be robust enough
but in the last twelve months, I’ve had a few words with
myself on Sunday mornings and said, “You’re gonna have to
take this down a notch”. Looking at the tour dates and the
weekends now, I’m thinking, I’m gonna need to keep a lid
on it here. If I don’t, then we’ll be into gig four and I’ll be a
shadow of my former self. But then, the best laid plans often
go tits up on the first night and you’re chasing shadows for
the rest of it.
Danielle: There are always those gigs that you look at and
go, “Yes, that’s the one to let our hair down”. Get weepy
Wednesday out the way and you’re off. Never say never, but
you have to watch it.

It’s a fine line – step over it
and you’re into cheese territory.
Walk Dance Talk Sing will be your seventh LP. How has
your sound changed over that period?
Chris: It started off as just me and Jim - we were very reliant
on samples and had very little equipment. The first album
was a collage of stuff that spilled over into the second album,
but Danni was on board then. Our studio equipment evolved
and we were recording our own instruments – getting the
guitars and keyboards out, and obviously vocals. It started to
become, dare I say, more sophisticated.
Jim: Our musical taste broadened, so we threw more stuff
into the pot creatively.
Which is your favourite album, apart from the new
one, obviously?
Danielle: When We On, for me.
Chris: We’re all proud of that one. It seemed to have a really
good identity.
Jim: It was a shift away from previous material in terms of
complexity and production.
Danielle: It all got quite electronic at one point, so it was
nice to see this reintroduction of instruments.
You guys met as students here and have stayed. What do
you think Nottingham, as a creative community, has given
you as artists?
Chris: When we first moved here, it had a really vibrant
house scene; something quite special was going on. That’s

deteriorated recently, although there’s still the legacy.
There’s been an upsurge recently – nothing major, but it’s
better than it has been.
What do you think the deterioration has been down to?
Jim: Every city of this size in the UK is struggling in terms
of venues and putting things on. I don’t think you can put
your finger on exactly what it is. For Nottingham, all the big
movers and shakers moved away – James Baillie moved
away; DIY moved away.
Danielle: When I was twenty- or thirty-something, I would
get so excited about going out. It wasn’t spouting on social
media; it was physically getting together. There was real
community spirit. I don’t see that enthusiasm anymore. I
love that there’s different movements going on, but a lot
of the raw passion and energy has been diluted by social
media. I’m probably gonna offend people by saying that, but
it’s become more about who goes to clubs and less about
those who’ve put all their energy into it. It’s become about
guest list and VIP areas. It affects promoters because people
become expectant of a guest list.
What would be your ideal Nottingham gig, money
no barrier?
Jim: We played the Market Square a few years ago, but I’d
love to play the main room at Rock City. As a punter, that’s
quality – there’s no bad places to be.
Chris: Nottingham Ice Arena. Or Broadmarsh Centre.
Danielle: Outside the Wimpy.
I didn’t ask about dropping your –enis and becoming Crazy
P. When did you get castrated?
Chris: 2006, I think.
Danielle: It just became problematic. That’s the boring
answer. It got tired.
Jim: Council-run venues didn’t want to get involved. It
wasn’t important enough for all the hassle we got. American
customs officers, Singaporean promoters…
Chris: We didn’t think we’d get more than two twelve-inches
in, really.
Which three tracks are the best introduction to the Crazy
P sound for people who don’t know you?
Danielle: Stop Space Return, for me. A good song.
Jim: Heartbreaker is more sample-based but harks back to
some of our earlier stuff.
Chris: Maybe Witch Doctor, as well, off our new album.
Walk Dance Talk Sing is released by !K7 on Monday 11
May 2015.
crazyp.co.uk
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FIELD TRIPpin’

a guide to festivals not too far away
in a field)
are
(Not all of them

There are three festivals to every adult in the UK. True fact. Okay, true-ish fact. There are ruddy loads,
though. Sod the unpredictable weather, we just can’t get enough of standing in a field listening to our
favourite bands blasting out their bangers. You know where you’re at with the big ones, but with a lot
of line-ups repeated up and down the country, we picked out the top 48 that aren’t too much of a hassle
to get to from Nottingham. There’s even a fair few on our doorstep. So now you don’t have to waste
precious time trawling the internet. Aren’t we good to you, eh?
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31

29
44
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45
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43

41
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Northampton

20
Way Beyond

47
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June

July

August

40

September

4

18

October

39

PTO

9

1

2

Underneath the
Stars

Northern Green
Gathering

24 – 26 July
Farm-based folk

6 – 9 August
Environmental love-in

Mary Chapin Carpenter
Kate Rusby
Molotov Jukebox
Keston Cobblers Club

Permaculture Workshop
Healing Culture
Green Woodworking
Acoustic Music

10

MADE

4

City of Colours
12 – 13 September
Live street art and
sound systems
Art:
Inkie
Pixel Pancho
Phlegm
Music:
Mr Switch

Rockingham

Lunar

22 – 24 May
Inner city indie
with Scousers
The Vaccines
The Flaming Lips
The Cribs
Belle and Sebastian
George the Poet

18 July
Old meets new, locally
The Specials
James
Amber Run
Roots Manuva
Ferocious Dog
Bananarama

23 October
Bringing Rock back
to the City
Gotthard
Dan Reed Network
Valentine
Stan Bush
Electric Boys

5 – 7 June
Intimate psychadelia,
blues and jazz vibes
Tinariwen
Wilko Johnson
Public Service Broadcast
Sun Ra Arkestra
The Bootleg Beatles

19

Parklife

20

Cocoon in the Park

Electric Daisy

20 – 22 August
Math rock mentalness
The Dillinger Escape Plan
Deerhoof
That Fucking Tank
Rolo Tomassi
65daysofstatic
Alright the Captain

11 July
Innovative EDM for
the glamorous
Enzo Siragusa
Seb Dito
Dixon
Carl Cox
Sven Vath

11 July
Bouncy raving hedonism
Art Department
Jamie Jones
Carnage
MistaJam
Philip George

13

21

Y Not Festival

Strawberry Fields

31 July – 2 August
Field-based music
Snoop Dogg
Primal Scream
Basement Jaxx
Saint Raymond
Indiana
Slaves

7 – 9 August
Urban beats and breaks
Bombay Bicycle Club (DJ
Set)
MistaJam
Kissy Sellout
Jaguar Skills
The Sherlocks

Bloodstock

14

Download

Outbreak

Ska and Scooter
Festival

23 – 24 May
Electronic dance in
all guises
Gorgon City
Katy B
Wiley
Shy FX
JME
DJ EZ

15

Noisily

Shambala

23

Pagan Pride

9 – 12 July
Pretty psychedlia for
glitch enthusiasts

2 August
Fairies, coven leaders and
pagan ritualists

Slipknot
Muse
Kiss
Judas Priest
Motley Crue
Faith No More

Boris Brejcha
Stephan Bodzin
Duskky
Wonka-Vision
Dutty Moonshine

Inkubus Sukkubus
Black Peacock
Bellydancing
Parade

16 110 Above/Lainfest 24 Deerstock

34

Dollop: Everywhere

28

29

35

36

31

Tramlines
24 – 26 July
On track tastemakers and
lyricists
Basement Jaxx
Wu-Tang Clan
The Charlatans
Buzzcocks
Kate Tempest
Ghostpoet

Detonate

Bearded Theory

30 May
Original ravers and
hip hop heads
Nas
Sigma
Roni Size
Sub Focus
Sigma
Scorzayzee
DJ Hype

21 – 24 May
Comeback kings and
youth revivers

37

Stourbridge Blues
Festival

43

38

Slam Dunk
23 May
Pop punk, hardcore
slam dunk

Act 2
Fowl Humour
The Gramophones
Nonsuch Theatre
Zoo Indigo

You Me At Six
Taking Back Sunday
Lower than Atlantis
Don Broco
Architects

39

Gottwood

Also Festival
19 – 21 June
Think, debate, dance
and swim
Ideas: Prof David Tong
Susannah Hisop
Zoe Cormier
Music: Steve Vertigo
Ruby Blu

44

Chilli, Beer and
Artisan Festival
11 – 12 July
Eat, drink and be merry
Chillis!
Beer
Arty stuff

45

Supersonic Festival
11 – 14 June
Obscure, wonderful and
curious sounds
Richard Dawson
Liturgy
The Pop Group
Six Organs of Admittance
Holly Herndon

16 May
Twelve blues acts in
twelve hours for charity
Tom Walker Trio
Big Wolf Band
The Mentulls
Black Thunder Revue
Rebecca Downes Band

27 – 31 May
Theatre up and
down Hockleh

Wheee! Festival

6 – 9 August
Punk from the old school
The Misfits
The Damned
Sham 69
UK Subs
Buzzcocks
Less Than Jake

The Mission
New Model Army
James
Afro Celt Sound System
British Sea Power

Dot to Dot

FONT Festival

Rebellion Festival

Billy Bragg
Clannad
Nancy Kerr
We Banjo 3
Coco & the Butterfields

24 May
Indie city run-around
Saint Raymond
Rae Morris
Fat White Family
Swim Deep
Honeyblood
April Towers

30

42

Gate to Southwell
4 – 7 June
Roots, acoustic, street
theatre and storytelling

3 – 4 May
Get down to EDM
in the city
Cyril Hahn
Hannah Wants
Joy Orbison
Redlight
Flava D

27 – 30 August
Hippies, dresser-uppers
and kiddies
Events: The Enchanted
Wood
Healing Meadows
Music: Chai Wallahs
Ideas: Ed Gillespie

12 – 14 June
Rock and metal together
in harmony

8 Off the Tracks

27

12 – 14 June
Scooters, mods, ska
and skinheads
Bad Manners
The Soft Tone Needles
Layla Rose
Heavy Sol
So77

22

No Tomorrow
6 – 7 June
A-Z of hipster DJs dahn
Wollo Park
Gorgon City
Jessie Ware
Blonde
John Newman
James Bay

6 – 7 June
Sterling Warehouse
Project madness
Wu-Tang Clan
Nas
Disclosure
Fatboy Slim
Annie Mac

1 – 4 May
Inner city indie rock
Hookworms
Saint Raymond
JP Cooper
Ady Suleiman
Astronomyy

12

26

3 – 5 July
Big names for a big
birthday bash
Public Enemy
Drake
Raekwon
Kendrick Lamar
David Guetta

Live at Leeds

6 – 9 August
Old school heavy metal
Trivium
Within Temptation
Rob Zombie
Black Label Society
Sepultura
Napalm Death

7

Splendour

Arctangent

5

6

11

41

Sound City

Wireless

20 June
Eighties pop heaven
Rick Astley
Tom Bailey
Go West
Midge Ure
Heaven 17

33

25

18

Let’s Rock Leeds

25 July
Inner city electronic dance
Julio Bashmore
Claude VonStroke
David Rodigan
Nightmares on Wax

3

17

46

47

Indie Tracks
24 – 26 July
Indie-pop disco with
added trains
Cinerama
The Go Team
Alexander Christopher
Hale
Lost Pets
The School
Tigercats

Festival No 6

25 – 31 May

11 – 14 June

3 – 6 September

Fun for kids of all sizes
Luminarium
Action Transport Theatre
Papplewick Museum
Catapluf’s Musical
Journey

Woodland rave on an island
Andrew Ashong
Artwork
Maxxi Soundsystem
Soul Clap
Zenker Brothers

Taking no prisoners
Grace Jones
Belle and Sebastian
Gaz Coombes
808 State
Irvine Welsh
Dom Joly

How The Light
Gets In

Collabor-8

32 Robin Hood Folk

4 – 6 September

19 – 21 June

24 – 26 July

Festival

Farm-based soul soother
for ladies and gents
Dreadzone
Banco de Gaia

Chilled little indiefest
on a farm
Amber Run
April Towers
To Kill A King
Young Kato
Bipolar Sunshine

Serious oldtime groovers
Ferocious Dog
Doggen’s All Stars
94 Gunships
The Madeline Rust
Fat Digester

4 – 6 September

40

Local folk at Byron’s yard

21 – 31 May
Philosophy and dancing

DH Lawrence and the
Vaudeville Skiffle Show
Moirai
Jake Burns
The Young’uns

Music: Rae Morris
Lianne la Havas
Mike Skinner
Ideas: Natalie Bennett
Warren Ellis

23 – 24 October
Going all out at Tempreh
Art
Food
Music
Poetry
Workshops

Fond of revisiting Ghost Town? Love a good Sit Down? Prepared to Witness the Fitness? Chuffed that Robert DeNiro’s Waiting? You, our friend, need to get to Wollo Park for Splendour
this July for a day of pure musical joy. We’ve got a pair of tickets for one lucky ‘Lion reader to get their mitts on. Just drop us an email [win@leftlion.co.uk] telling us which headliner
was responsible for Ghost Town and we will yank a winner out of our silly festival hat at midday on Monday 1 June.
splendourfestival.com
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words: Charlie Phair

Nottingham may not seem the obvious choice to most for the National Videogame Arcade, but we don’t mess around
in these parts when it comes to gaming. After hosting the inimitable GameCity Festival for the last ten years, this is
the only logical way to add another string to our city’s spod bow...
I’m a proud gamer from the East Midlands, where both
Tomb Raider and Goldeneye were made down the road
in the nineties. I attend GameCity every year, and
I’m always delighted at how it celebrates all the little
things that make video games important in terms of
expression and interactivity. Indeed, there’s clearly no
better place than Nottingham for the NVA.
“Video games are this chaotic medium”, says
GameCity’s co-director Iain Simons. “It’s a meeting
point for so many different forms, artistic or otherwise,
and so represents this fantastic medium, for learning
and creating, simply through the act of playing.”
This is the ideology GameCity has championed for
almost a decade, and something the NVA has been
founded upon.
The Hockley building officially flung its doors open
at the end of March this year, acting as a permanent
home for GameCity’s pursuit to bring the positives
of gaming to the masses. “We wanted this big
transparent building,” says the arcade’s co-director
Jonathan Smith. “We wanted to give the impression
that this is where things are made.” Once a textile
factory, it’s now a mecca of creative technology. A
cathedral to games, providing a new frame to think
about what video games are.
Walking around this grand, bright and airy building,
there is the smell of new paint as builders apply the
finishing touches. There are numerous retro arcade
machines, from Donkey Kong to Space Invaders,
scattered throughout the building’s labyrinth interior.
At every turn there seems to be something going on.
Some attractions are waiting to come online – it’s very
much a work in progress, but that’s the point.

Games have historically
been considered as the dark
arts, almost. I think here we can
celebrate games in a very
positive way.
“We wanted to show the wires,” says Smith. “We
wanted to emphasise the many background systems
we have keeping this place together.” Running up
the middle of the four-floor stairwell is scaffolding
and many colour-coded cables, all signifying a
different element – purple is networking, blue is
audio – all designed to provide deconstruction of the
systems we take for granted. This ideology
is applied to the NVA’s gaming
exhibits: deconstruction
and extrapolation, all
through play.

On the first floor is Mission Control, a seemingly simple
game to understand on the surface, built especially
for the NVA by its engineers. It’s a Space Invadersstyled game where two people play via classic N64
controllers. All around the exhibit are means to change
the nature of the game through various physical
interfaces. Kids can even draw new enemy variants
and scan them into the game. It’s all designed to be
changed easily, and immediate to see in action on
the screen, giving a firmer grasp of all the component
design parts that feature in a video game as you’re
playing it.
On the second floor is the NVA’s first exhibition
that focuses purely on the art of jumping in a video
game. The Jump-o-tron, for example, breaks the jump
down to provide a better understanding of animation,
physics and movement. Nearby, the popular iOS
endless runner game Canabalt has been modified
to allow for four players and includes jumping mats,
making for a more physical engagement than the usual
touchscreen controls.
On the third floor is the Hall of Inputs that looks to
explore the concept of control in video games. It offers
the unique opportunity to both play a piano through a
banana and play a versus match of Steel Battalion on
the arcade’s local network. Steel Battalion is a mech
combat game that was notorious for shipping on Xbox
with a £200 pound controller that included over forty
buttons, two joysticks and an array of foot pedals just
to play the actual game. The servers have long since
gone offline, but it is possible to play it at the NVA,
which is mind-blowing in its own right.
Adjacent to the exhibit is the Early Access Green
Room, which includes four terminals hosting a
number of early access games, i.e. games that have
simultaneously been released to play as they’re still
being developed. One game featured was Utopian,
which basically takes the realtime process of editing
Wikipedia articles and turns it into a Geometry Warsstyled top-down shooter.
As a seasoned gamer, it’s all very exciting – taking the
chaotic practice of policing the world’s largest open
source encyclopedia and applying the mechanics and
drama of video games into a dizzying shooter. I’ve had
editing jobs before, and it gave me great pleasure to
thwart the attempts of username BULLSHIT765 from
spreading his trolling drivel by making his efforts
explode as I shot at them from my tiny spacecraft. The
thought of a future in which all jobs will be performed
via a video game interface both scared and excited me.
This was just one of the games demoed in this area
and the NVA is expected to provide opportunities to
meet with many indie game developers, to play their
game while they’re developing it beside you.

The final exhibit on our tour was the nostalgic History
of Video Games in 100 Objects. A modest collection
of artefacts from video game’s short but turbulent
history. There is a working BBC Micro, which of course
heralded a UK culture of bedroom programmers,
along with the ZX Spectrum, the Super Nintendo,
the PlayStation 3 and the Oculus Rift – the virtual
reality helmet that’s making waves in the gaming
world, allowing players to inhabit their games to an
unparalleled level.

Once a textile factory,
it’s now a mecca of creative
technology. A cathedral to
games, providing a new
frame to think about what
videogames are.
In among all these machines are small precious items,
including Hideo Kojima’s business card, Nintendo’s
failed Virtual Boy and a Lucozade bottle featuring Lara
Croft, one of the first video game advertising tie-ins.
The museum really acts as a look back at what games
have been, but the entire initiative of the arcade feels
like a look forward. “At long last we have a cultural
centre for games,” says Ian Livingstone CBE. “Games
have historically been considered as the dark arts,
almost. I think here we can celebrate games in a very
positive way.” Livingstone needs little introduction,
being one of the area’s most prolific creative
entrepreneurs. Forty years ago, he co-created Games
Workshop, and almost twenty years ago the very first
Tomb Raider game was published by Eidos Interactive,
a game studio he started.
Although Ian Livingstone was taking people on at
Virtual Tennis on the Dreamcast, others at the press
event seemed reluctant to get involved and were
tentatively walking around not doing much. My guess
is that this will all change when kids are left to play in
their own ways. There are so many fantastic ideas and
concepts on display, and I’m looking forward to seeing
what the arcade does next, and perhaps seeing the
talent that arises after being inspired by it.
If anyone wants to challenge Charlie to a round of Steel
Battalion, his Twitter name is @Chazmaster2000. Just
name a time and date and he’ll be there.
The National Videogame Arcade, 24 – 32 Carlton Street,
NG1 1NN, £5.20/£6.50/£8.50.
gamecity.org

photos:
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Iain Simons is the co-director of GameCity and the National Videogame Arcade...
How did you get involved with GameCity and the NVA?
My background is in contemporary art, music and writing. I
worked in new media for a while before transitioning into
games. Around the early noughties, we did events for game
developers by game developers. This led to a book [100
Videogames – as part of the the BFI Screen Guides], and
when I met Jonathan [Smith – co-director], it became an
opportunity to do GameCity, a more arts and public-focused
event than E3 or EGX. We pitched the idea to a couple of
cities, NTU got behind it and things grew.

GameCity:
Through
the
Years

It all led to the opening of the NVA…
We love the festival and we’re going to keep doing it, but our
ideas were getting more ambitious and site-specific. When
we found this place, things started accelerating rapidly.
There was a lot of discussion about what we would call it.
The only real collective noun we have for putting a bunch
of games together is arcade, which brings up ideas of an
eighties-esque dark room full of lit cabinets. We wanted big
windows, a place families feel at home. We tried to make
things as transparent as possible. You see it most in the
back stairs where everyone can see the veins [wires] of
the building.
What is the history of the building?
It was Connexions, a careers advice agency, before we got it.
Most famously, the building was home to fine art collective
the Midland Group in the late seventies and eighties. They
were the most renowned fine art studio outside of London.
Robert Mapplethorpe and Michael Nier were exhibited here
too. It’s nice to be continuing the legacy of amazing people.
This is a place where things are made. The Lace Market spirit
is returning.

2008

2006
The first GameCity takes
place in Nottingham.
Lorne Lanning, the
creator of Oddworld,
announces his Citizen
Siege movie at the
BAFTA vision statement.

For Halloween,
GameCity gains its first
Guinness World Record
with the world’s biggest
zombie walk on Market
Square with 1,227 people
dressed as zombies
dancing to Michael
Jackson’s Thriller.

Celebrating the 25th
anniversary of Tetris,
creator Alexie Pajitnov
attends a screening of
his documentary
From Russia With Love.
In partnership with
NTU and The Science
Museum, the National
Videogame Archive
is established.

2007

How do you come up with the ideas for exhibits
and events?
We built a hardware team, a software team and an
engineering team to make new ways for people to play
together and we have a different temporary exhibit three
or four times a year. At the moment we’re running Jump,
which is about jumping in video games. We wanted to look
down from a high level on one mechanic that is a big part
of games in general. It’s drawing attention to things that
you often take for granted. We’re creating an arcade where
you can play games that are accessible but also lean into
discussions of physics or design that provide a deeper level
of understanding.
What kind of events do you have scheduled for the future?
We have GameCity nights starting up at the end of April
and the developers of 80 Days coming in as our feature ‘royal
variety performance’ piece. We have members nights on
Thursdays, on Saturday nights we have social events and
tournaments. We’re going to do night events where we turn
out the lights, stay open until midnight and let people play
in a different environment. A slightly more grown up event,
because it’s a place for families and kids, but we also like to
explore more adult discussion of games.
Since opening, how has the arcade been received?
It’s going really well. We’re all surprised and delighted in
how positively it’s been received. We want to make sure that
we keep developing it and keep it social for all ages. The
whole arcade will be bursting into life as we head into the
summer. There are a few great spaces we haven’t opened up
yet, such as outdoor spaces. Just come on in!

2010
The GameCityNights
launches, a monthly
evening of programming
at Antenna that sustains
the discussion of video
games throughout
the year.

2012
The festival gains its
second world record
by creating the largest
practical science
experiment in the Old
Market Square.

Celebrating the 25th
anniversary of video
game Elite, GameCity
reunites creators David
Braben and Ian Bell.

STEAM school launches,
offering free game
making workshops to
everyone attending
the festival.

2009

The GameCityPrize is
launched as a way to
celebrate excellence in
games, the first prize is
awarded to Minecraft.

2011

2014
GameCity’s director Iain
Simons is invited to
Sao Paulo, Seoul and
Kyoto to talk about
GameCity and give
advice on public
engagement strategies
with video games.

At GameCity, Mike
Bithell, developer of
Thomas Was Alone,
unveils his second
game Volume as a
futuristic retelling of the
Robin Hood mythos at
Nottingham Castle.

2013

National
Video
Game
Arcade
opens!

2015
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FACE BOOK

interview: Ali Emm

After getting his hands on a large format ex-RAF bellows camera, Barney Melton decided to immortalise Nottingham
residents in black and white and tintype over a series of sessions at the Malt Cross. With over 500 shots, he’s bringing out a
book and holding an exhibition at Bohunk Institute. We asked him to step out of the darkroom to tell us how this analogue
dream started…
Where did the idea for Faces of Nottingham come from?
When we started, we never had any intention of making a
book, it was just a case of shooting people and exhibiting
it. But because no-one else was doing it in the UK, we
thought “Why don’t we do a book? Make a catalogue of
people’s faces.”
You started taking the pictures about a year ago…
It was May 2014 when we were first at the Malt Cross,
but the whole idea came about two years ago. My dad
showed me a tintype from the American Midwest in the
1880s. It was a tiny thing, about the size of a passport
shot. I’d never seen anything like it before. I just fell in love
and had to do some. There were only about two people in
the whole country doing it, probably because the science
behind it is ridiculous. We bought the camera for fun, but
friends, family and people in the industry fell in love with
it and said, “Why don’t you take pictures of other people?”
It really took off, we got people from all over the country
coming to the sessions. They’re not in the book though
– that would be a breach of the name. I’ve kept friends,
couples and families together in the book to give some
personal relevance.

Film’s never been dead,
it was just dying – but now it’s
coming back to life. People are
bored of digital cameras.
Talk us through the difference between the paper
positive and tintypes photographs, and how they differ
from standard photograph…
The tintype was invented in 1851 by an English bloke
called Frederick Scott Archer. You get a sheet of tin and
then pour on collodion – a substance with the viscosity
of baby oil that allows the silver particles to stick to it.
You then submerge the prepared plate into a silver nitrate
bath for about three or four minutes, then put it into a dark
slide, which is what goes into the camera. You’ve only got a
couple of minutes to take the picture before it dries out and
becomes useless – hence its other name, a wet plate.
It’s not black and white and it’s not colour, it’s its own
category. They were a big hit in the 1850s until faster
processes were invented. It’s dangerous because the
collodion is a mixture of pure ether, guncotton and
alcohol which, mixed in the right proportions, is basically
nitroglycerin. It was the biggest killer of photographers
in the 1850s because everyone blew themselves up. The
collodion comes premixed and the ether is less toxic
nowadays, so I’m not worried about blowing myself up.

The direct positive paper is very special because I have
the world’s supply of it. The company that produced it in
Switzerland went bust and I found out about a week after
that, so we bought all the supply from New York, Germany,
all over England and Europe... It’s like gold dust. The other
special thing is that there’s no negative, so you don’t have
to slap it in an enlarger and reverse it onto different paper,
the pictures only take about five minutes.
Was it quite a gamble to buy up all that stock?
We bought it all after the first session. It had gone so well
that we were confident enough to go out and buy it all.
Have you been approached by other photographers
wanting to get some off you?
There was a bloke in America, Joshua Black Wilkins, who is
a musician and shoots a lot of it. He wanted to buy some. I
said, “No chance, mate.”
One of the unique things with your shots is that
they’re all posed either face or side on and with blank
expressions. Was this a purely aesthetic choice or to get
around the restrictions of the camera?
Partly the latter, but I had a very specific idea of how
I wanted the website and the book to look. It’s rare in
photographs to have no expression – people always have
a cheeky grin or something. These photos document what
humans look like naturally. With this set up, I focus the
camera, have a twiddle of the lights, then put the dark
slide in. For someone to sit still for that amount of time
and smile, it would look like rigor mortis had set in. Only
about three or four people have smiled, it’s not something I
particularly enjoy doing – you may as well go to Venture.
Half of Nottingham has your images as their Facebook
profile pictures. Does that appeal to your ego?
Just a little bit. It’s bonkers. I’ve had quite a few bands
come in and there are websites where the staff profile
pictures are mine. They’re popping up everywhere.

For someone to sit still for
that amount of time and smile, it
would look like rigour mortis had
set in.
What do you think the appeal of the photos is?
It’s like Record Store Day, it’s the total opposite of the
digital movement. Everyone’s bored… you’ve got an iPhone
with thousands of pictures on it, you never print them out,
they’re just sat in the Cloud. Some of the younger people
that have come in have never held a photograph. With
these, you get to touch it,
feel it, smell it – they have
a bit more sentimental
purchase. Having them
framed means something as
opposed to being on a hard
drive. It also really tapped
into the minds of creative
people. It’s something
different, exactly the same
as the vinyl thing. The
resurgence of traditional
mediums appeals to people.
Do you think the
resurgence might be too
late? What with film places
going out of business, film
stock being expensive…
A lot of people in London are
shooting on film again, and
a lot of printers are opening
up their dark rooms. The
prices of films are dropping,
and there’s a massive
resurgence. Film’s never
been dead, it was just dying.
Now, it’s coming back to life.
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[Collodion] was the big
gest killer of photographers in
the 1850s because everyone blew
themselves up.
People are bored of digital cameras. When you have a film
camera, you have to think about what you’re doing, it’s not
just click, click, click and then choose the best shot.
Have you ever had anyone absolutely hate their shot?
Yeah, there have been about three or four. I have to say,
“It’s not the shot you don’t like, it’s your own face.” That
doesn’t go down too well, but technically it’s a perfect
shot. It doesn’t make you look attractive necessarily, it’s
not something you’d use for your dating profile unless it’s
a really nice one. But this is what I was saying earlier
about documenting what people actually look like. It’s
more honest.
You’re coinciding the release of the book with an
exhibition. How many of the photos will be displayed?
I’m going to have ten or fifteen 2m x 1m images. Absolutely
massive. Then thirty to forty A3 shots. It’s what’s in the
book, but on the walls. The money shots. I wanted to
showcase more, but I didn’t want hundreds on the wall
because it’s too much to take in and gets tedious. The book
has about 115 portraits in it, though.
Will you be taking the concept of the book further?
Once the Faces of Nottingham exhibition and book is
done, I plan on doing more volumes. The next one is at
the Lambeth Arts Festival in London. We’ve got a space
and a studio where people can get a shot done at the
festival and that in itself will probably end up being a book
and exhibition.
You’re a fashion photographer by trade – how did you
first get into photography?
My dad. He was a photographer and had a commercial
studio in Battersea in London. I was brought up in the
studio and wherever I went, I always had a camera with
me. It’s what I’ve done for thirty years, I don’t know how to
do anything else.
Do you remember your first camera?
It was a Fisher Price, bright yellow. I must have been about
three or four years old, and from that I went on to using
Polaroid. Then 110 and 120 film, and then onto 35mm. We
moved to Nottingham when the recession hit in the early
nineties and he set up a studio in Carrington Street which I
was always at.
Tell us a bit about the camera you’ve been shooting on...
The first camera I used for the Nottingham sessions is a 5x4
ex-RAF monorail technical camera with a seventy-year-old
lens. We’ve just got an 8x10 camera that was made in 1916
in New York, and was sat at the back of someone’s studio
for about 25 years. The bloke didn’t even know it was there.
He is mates with my dad, and my dad asked him, “What’s
in that box?” He said, “What box?”
He opened it up and there’s this 100-year-old camera. My
dad asked if he could have it, and the bloke said, “Alright,
just get me some lunch.” He got it for the price of a BLT or
something. It’s beautiful... immaculate. It weighs a ton, it’s
not something you want to schlep up a mountain to take
a landscape shot. We’re going to use that and the 5x4 in
Lambeth. I’ve already seen the next camera that I want,
it’s a 20x24. I’m searching the internet for a lens for it at
the moment.
How many cameras do you actually own?
I don’t know! So many… about twenty or thirty.
Faces of Nottingham Exhibition and book launch,
Bohunk Institute, Thursday 15 – Wednesday 20 May, free.
meltonoriginalportraits.com
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With more than 25 titles in print and work featured on CBeebies, Sarah McConnell is a
Nottingham-based author and illustrator who’s a bit of a celebrity in the world of preschoolers and their parents. We caught up with her to see how she got into the business
of children’s books and where she gets her ideas from...
How did you get into illustration?
As a child I was always making little books, crazy cocktail recipes
and secret clubs. I did an Art Foundation at Loughborough and a
degree at Cambridge School of Art. After that, I thought I’d like
to specialise in children’s books, so I did an MA in Sequential
Design and Illustration at Brighton. Two of the books I wrote
there were published, so they paid for the course.
After that initial success, what were the next steps for you?
I started building up my business as an illustrator while
waitressing on the side. I got a really good agent who I’ve had
ever since. She sorts out most of my work for me, and I get on
with the writing and illustrating.
You’ve worked with some well-known publishers…
I’ve been lucky. I’ve worked for most of the big publishers, such
as Hodder Children's Books, Harper Collins UK and US, Orchard
Books, Gullane, Oxford University Press and Scholastic. Once you
find a publisher that you enjoy working with, and an editor who
champions your work, you go to them first with all your stories.
When you first started, were you mainly illustrating work that
other people had written?
I was writing right from the beginning. I think it’s a good way to
break into illustrating – it’s so competitive, you need to come out
with all guns blazing. If you have both things to offer then you’re
more likely to get work.
What’s your latest project?
Slumbery Stumble in the Jungle is my latest book out with Harper
Collins, which I wrote and illustrated. It’s about a monkey who
goes on a perilous sleepwalking adventure through the jungle, it
was inspired by the silent movie star Harold Lloyd who did all his
own stunts.
How much work do you do on the computer?
I do loads of stuff by hand – I love the human element of it. I
use a lot of charcoal and ink, and enjoy getting messy. Digital
illustration has become so exciting and there’s lots of work out
there, but if you can collage the hand-done, lo-fi stuff with the
digital stuff, it makes the process much more economical.
What sort of age group are you writing for?
I tend to specialise in ages three to five because you get 32 pages
of full colour artwork – you can really go for it. It’s a nice age
group to work for because you’ve got a dual audience with the
parents reading to their kids. I’ve done books for slightly older
children but I missed having the adult audience there to put little
jokes in for.
Do you have a favourite book, artwork or character that
you’ve created?
I really enjoyed Don’t Mention Pirates [CBeebies, read by
MacKenzie Crook] for the story. Scarlet’s my favourite character.
She’s a feisty, independent thinker who knows what she wants.
My favourite book would be Marvin’s Funny Dance [featured on
CBeebies and chosen for the Boys to Books Scheme] because I
loved doing the artwork. It’s a very speedy book, there’s loads
of action.
You also run workshops and courses in illustration...
I work on the Masters in Visual Communication with illustration
and graphic design students at Nottingham Trent University.
I’m also teaching a ten-week course called Children’s Book
Illustration there, aimed at all levels of experience, teaching
students about the inner workings of children’s books and
focusing on illustration, design and writing.

The Illustration Process

What’s the main purpose in writing children’s stories?
I’m interested in children being thought of as people. When
you’re an illustrator working for children, you spend a lot of time
getting into the mindset of a child. When I was a kid, I couldn’t
understand why people thought of me as a different type of
being. I was like, “I’m just the same as you, I’m a little person
but I’ve still got things to say.” Sometimes children are actually
smarter than adults.

A family found gold in their
garden in New Zealand, and they
dug away their whole garden. I
imagined their house on this applecore shaped piece of earth, and I
just had to draw it.

Step 1: Drawing from reference
Where possible, I always try and draw from
life, but in this case I worked from a wildlife
documentary. I study the way the animal
moves, visual characteristics, volume and
weight, and how they interact together.
Here, I was trying to capture the close
relationship of the animals. I like to work in
charcoal at this stage for speed and fluidity.

Has having children of your own changed your work?
I didn’t think it would, but when we paint together I’m looking
at the way they use materials; they’re not thinking about
representing anything, they’re just really involved and having fun.
When I was doing some jungle drawings for Slumbery Stumble,
I was splashing colour around and really having fun with it, and
that is definitely inspired by them.
Where do you find inspiration for new stories?
With Don’t Mention Pirates, I was listening to the radio and there
was a story about a family who found gold in their garden in New
Zealand, and they dug away their whole garden. I imagined their
house on this apple-core shaped piece of earth, and I just had to
draw it. I’ve got loads of sketchpads and notepads, sometimes I
go back to things two or three years later. I’m constantly looking
around for new ideas, but sometimes things just strike me out
of the blue.
What’s your typical day like?
I start work about half-eight, I’m most creative in the morning. I
leave things unfinished the day before, because it’s easier to get
stuck straight into something that’s already underway. I normally
have an extended lunch which involves sitting in the sunshine.
You’ve got to have some perks, haven’t you?

Step 2: Developed character study
I begin to develop the idea of piled-high
meerkats for the narrative. I redraw the
image with Marvin on top. As the drawing
develops, I search for cues that could be
useful for characterisation, such as the shape
of the animal’s skull, or how the elbows
bend in the same direction as those of
human beings.

How does that fit in now you’ve had two children?
I look back on my full-time days of work and it was great. Now
I have two-and-a-half days a week. It works, but I haven’t quite
mastered writing books while they’re playing in the same room.
With things that require a lot of thought and contemplation, you
need to have quiet and space.
Is Nottingham a good place to live for you as an artist?
After my studies I lived in Cambridge, but I wanted to go
somewhere that was grittier with more going on creatively. Here,
it’s like every second person you meet is a photographer, sculptor
or painter. I love that because illustration is an odd career, so it’s
nice to be around people who are doing similar things. I’ve lived
in Nottingham for about ten years now and it’s still really exciting
for me.
More information on Sarah’s ten-week Children’s Illustration
course in October is available on the below link.
tinyurl.com/childrensbookillustration

Step 3: Finished artwork
Finally, the image makes it through to the
finished picture book. I work in condensed
watercolour inks. The most important thing
in the finished artwork is to try and retain
the original idea of a blissful unaware
slumber and closeness of the meerkat group.
leftlion.co.uk/issue67
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The Media Archive for Central England (MACE) is a registered charity that preserves the moving images of the East
and West Midlands, as well as providing affordable public access through their website, public screenings, exhibitions,
educational workshops and community projects. We spoke to their Director, James Patterson, about why all this matters...
What exactly is MACE?
We are one of a number of regional film archives that are
dotted around England. We work closely with our regional
film archive colleagues as well as the BFI National Archive,
and Welsh and Scottish National Film Archive to deliver public
film archive services. BFI is, by some distance, the largest
player, and holds the most significant collections of cinema
and television in the UK. But the other smaller archives hold
collections which relate to the culture and history of place.
That’s what our driving motivation is.
Why do you think our shared moving image history is
important to preserve?
Moving images have been around since the mid-1890s.
In those 120-odd years, they’ve added to the unique and
important way of understanding who we are, and where
we’ve come from. Can you imagine how our understanding
of history would be enhanced if we had film of the
Battle of Waterloo?

How do you determine what is and what isn’t significant?
Significance is not something that is inherent in a piece
of film; it is recognising footage that actually has great
significance in the context of regional history. Equally, what
might be considered insignificant today could be imbued with
significance over time, and second-guessing what might be
important in years to come is impossible to achieve.
What preconceptions do you have to combat?
The word ‘archive’ still conjures up the image of somebody
rooting around dusty shelves in semi-darkness. Whereas
archives are just places where things are kept, and archive
film is merely a film, or video, or digital file that has been
selected to be included within an archive. Also, material held
in archives is not necessarily old – there are things in our
collection that were made by current students on the media
course here at Lincoln.

What about the younger generation?
They’ve got lots of new things to engage with, why would
they want to look at some old piece of film from the sixties?
Finding reasons and context for it to be interesting is
challenging. A big part of it is finding partners to help us do
that; we want people to know that we have got a fantastic
resource here which we are interested in people using,
however they want to use it. It’s there for us, for historians, for
filmmakers, for anybody. Provided it doesn’t contravene any
laws or our code of practice, I’m happy for it to be used in any
kind of way.

What specific projects are you currently involved in?
We’re part of a major project with the BFI, which focuses
on making new digital copies of material. That is all being
supplied to the BFI Player, which in the summer will launch a
major new strand called ‘Britain on Film’. I’m also developing
a new project that will try to broaden the engagement with
MACE. At the moment, much of what we have is a rather
narrow demographic of the region. We have a significantly
How much does the public perception of film and television
large and growing collection of home movies, which are a
inform what you do?
unique cultural artefact in the way that they reflect people’s
Film is still regarded as a bit commercial and not taken as
lives. Because home movies were expensive to produce, they
seriously as other media. A colleague of mine suggested
tended to be quite a middle class activity until video came
recently that one of the reasons is because it’s not hard.
along. The reflection of the region tends to be from the fifties,
To understand a book you have to learn to read, but to
sixties and seventies, and very white and middle class. So
understand film or television you just have to be.
this project will try to specifically work with East Midlands
How has the public response been so far?
organisations that have links with minority communities
Those we work with are always very enthusiastic. It’s not
Have you found anything unique about the footage you’ve
always easy to engage them, but we do offer a service at both that may have engaged with moving images in one way or
archived from the Midlands?
ends. We exist to help people who have stuff and want to
another, but who have no engagement with us at this stage.
Not really, but it’s uniquely important that there is an
know what to do with it, but we also facilitate the use of the
organisation like this. Back in 2000, I was in London having
archived material either by ourselves, other people screening How can people get involved with MACE?
a meeting with funders from the UK Film Council. They could it or its use in television or film. We want to make it as
We are always interested in hearing about all kinds of moving
not comprehend why anybody would be interested in a film
accessible as we possibly can.
images that have been produced in or about the Midlands.
about Skegness. If you were to take a film about Skegness,
Especially the sort of people who would read LeftLion,
and put it on in East Lincolnshire, and put any major British
Nottingham’s independent filmmakers and artists. We’re
And how about the screenings you put on?
feature film next door, I suspect more people would turn up to If, for example, we approached Broadway and said we
interested in making sure that stuff is properly looked after
see the film about Skegness. It’s important that organisations wanted to put on a film of Nottingham, you can be fairly
and is made available. We’re not collectors looking for people
like ourselves are exploring this medium with recognition that sure that it would be full at 2pm on a Saturday afternoon. An
to give us stuff just so we can have it – we’re facilitators of
what we’re collecting is significant.
long-term preservation and accessibility.
older demographic audience will always turn out – there’s a
nostalgia aspect with people of a certain age; they want to be
macearchive.org
taken back to their youth.
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Can you imagine how our
understanding of history would
be enhanced if we had film of the
Battle of Waterloo?
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The Toast Bar
at the NVA

opens to all on Friday 1st May from 5pm
Enjoy cra� ales on dra�, wines, spirits
and the best toast in town.
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Taking cues from classic sci-fi authors like Asimov and films such as Silent Running, Geoff Diego Litherland’s spaced-out
landscape paintings touch on themes of hope, ecology and our relationship with nature, all with a heavy dose of spaceships.
We chatted to the Nottingham-based Anglo-Mexican (and NTU lecturer) to find out about his Djanogly Art Gallery exhibition...
In the great 1972 science fiction film Silent Running, the
last of the Earth’s forests survive only in massive geodesic
domes attached to spaceships in orbit near Saturn. When
the order from Earth comes to blow them up to cut costs, the
resident ecologist, played by Bruce Dern, refuses to follow
orders and attempts to save the last of his planet’s precious
natural resources with the help of three small robots. The
final scene with a forest dome floating off into the cosmos,
tended by a robot with a child’s battered watering can, is a
memorable homage to the idea that the planet is a precious
floating haven of life in a cold universe – Spaceship Earth, as
it was called at the time.
The film’s director, Douglas Trumbull, had worked on Stanley
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, but with Silent Running,
he fashioned a more human-centred and environmentally-

concerned vision of the future – one that also reflected the
concerns of the early seventies when the ‘green movement’
was starting to achieve a high profile just as the hippies
and America’s Apollo space programme were fading away.
Years later, in eighties Ecuador, a young boy called Geoff
Diego Litherland – father English, mother Mexican – began
to develop his own love of science fiction by reading all he
could get his hands on in the library of the British Council.
Years later still, Litherland, now based in Nottingham, has
reached back into the interests of his own past and the
history of western landscape art to produce a curious set of
paintings that are currently on show at Djanogly Art Gallery.
While Litherland’s canvases don’t offer to ‘save the Earth’,
as Bruce Dern and his little robot drones tried to in Silent
Running, they do offer a kind of timely update to the basic

Several of his paintings are in the shape of octagons with
eight straight sides, as if they were flattened geodesic
domes. They could be portals looking through time and
space to Earth. “They were also initially meant to be a
window from a spaceship looking back down on Earth,” says
Litherland. “I’m not religious, but I hope that these images
make you think of day four of Genesis when the Earth was
being born and nebula clouds were being formed in space.”
Litherland talks about his work in his studio in Chaucer
Street, not far from where he works as an art tutor at
Nottingham Trent University. It’s a small, normal, messy
artist’s studio and, apart from some background minimalist
music by Steve Reich, it’s a pretty earth-bound environment
that seems to be several light years away from space portals
and bright clouds of nebulae.

I believe that technology,
as well as being a problem, can
be the cure and salvation for
us because there is really very
little else.

So where have the paintings originated? While Litherland is
a well-known artist in Nottingham (he also used to manage
NTU’s Bonington Gallery) he was formerly better known
for abstract painting and images that explored his AngloMexican background. Such paintings earned him a place in
the John Moores 25 Painting Prize in 2008 and, in the same
year, he won the Nottingham Castle Open art exhibition.
In 2010, hoping to revitalise his interest in art, he began
a part-time MA at Goldsmiths College in London. A tutor

green message that is always in danger of becoming stale
through over-familiarity.
However, it would be wrong to think that these paintings,
which have titles such as Hushed Pulse of the Universe and
Spaceship Earth, are about lifestyle lessons. Litherland’s
intention is really to suggest connections between the way
that we think of nature and landscape in the past, present
and future. This future includes the fused retro-futurism
of seventies space technology, science fiction movies and
the technological optimism of American visionary architect
R Buckminster Fuller, designer of the geodesic dome in
the fifties. Fuller saw his domes as quick, energy-efficient
shelters. Such domes, attached to massive space freighters,
housed Earth’s last forests in Silent Running, and the same
shapes can be seen in Litherland’s paintings.

there asked him what he was really interested in. “I said
the sublime, relationships to nature, romanticism and
science fiction. He looked at me, didn’t mock me and said
‘that’s great, go and do some work around that and we’ll
have another chat’ and that’s what started the ball rolling.
I realised I could bring in all the things I was interested
in and make work from it. So I think it was one of the best
things anyone’s said to me. But it was an ambitious step to
take in terms of my painting, including the scale, because
until then I had been working quite small. I had to make
these paintings bigger so people would get lost in them, get
overwhelmed by them. I had to dedicate myself to them and
improve my technique.”
According to a friend of Litherland, his new paintings
resemble the covers of albums by seventies prog rockers
Yes. They are rooted in nineteenth century landscape
paintings and, in particular, the Hudson River school artists
who romantically portrayed the epic wildernesses of the
American west around the time conservationists were
calling for these landscapes to be protected as national
parks. It is these landscapes that Litherland incorporates
into his own paintings. Yet, located as they are under clouds
of cosmic gas and strange interruptions of space technology,
they could be taken for the landscapes of alien planets. The
ambiguity is surely deliberate.

The reason I keep coming back to those paintings, and
the landscapes of the Hudson River school, is because of
the way painting historically has sculpted our ideas and
relationships with nature and our lineage to that,” says
Litherland. “As well as looking back, these paintings are
looking forward into a possibly dystopian place. They’re
not hopeless – there is hope within them. I believe that
technology, as well as being a problem, can be the cure and
salvation for us because there is really very little else.”

I grew up in Latin America in
the eighties without a TV because
my dad thought it was all rubbish,
so I used to go to the British
Council Library and just pick sci-fi
novels by their covers.

Litherland’s love of science fiction began when he was
living in South America with his parents. “I grew up in Latin
America without a TV because my dad thought it was all
rubbish, so I used to go to the British Council Library and
just pick sci-fi novels by their covers. So before I was twelve,
I had read Asimov’s Foundation series and all that classic
stuff.” He also read Larry Niven and Arthur C Clarke and
today professes a liking for non-SF authors such as Paul
Auster and the late Argentinian Jorge Luis Borges, both of
whose fictions are much about the creation of worlds within
worlds. You can see that in Litherland’s paintings too.
Litherland’s father, by the way, is a widely travelled
former British Geological Survey geologist who worked in
southern Africa, Bolivia and Ecuador. His mapmaking and
adventurous travels (“he would bring back fantastic tales
of battling anacondas”) would be another influence on the
paintings. However, Litherland owes the ‘Diego’ portion of
his name to his Mexican mother who named him after the
Mexican painter Diego Rivera. That’s quite a heritage.

His parents now live in Loughborough but his mother
still regularly visits her hometown. When he was young,
Litherland would accompany her on family visits and hear
news of the terrible drug violence that was and still is
affecting Mexico. This, he says, has included the kidnapping
and deaths of his own distant cousins.
“When I was there, we’d meet my grandparents at the
airport and we’d have a three to four hour drive over the
mountains when they’d be saying to my mum, ‘Oh, so and so
got killed.’ And I was a little kid in the back, shitting myself,
thinking, ‘What?’ Coming to England after hearing this stuff
made England seem like a sanctuary. Arriving at Heathrow,
smelling the green of England… for me, England was this
idealised place and, while this was the eighties so I know it
wasn’t all that nice, for me it was a haven.”
Geoff Diego Litherland exhibition, Djanogly Art Gallery, runs
until 10 May, free.
geoffdiegolitherland.com

word of mouth. No record to promote and the place was rammed. You knew something was
happening. People were saying, 'You know, one day, they might be as big as Sonic Youth’.”
Russell Warby explains further, "After that tour, Nirvana went away for a long time. They did
the Geffen deal, got management at Gold Mountain... Sonic Youth had obviously told Geffen,
you have to sign Nirvana. It went very quiet for us, but they were making the record, and by
the time they came back for Reading 1991, the word was out."
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As I start to write this, it’s 21 years ago to the day that Kurt
Cobain put a shotgun in his mouth and killed himself on 5
April 1994. That’s a generation ago. Kurt Cobain would be
48 years old if he were alive. Yet Nirvana’s influence is still
visible and permeates modern culture to this day: from bands
who use the template laid-out by the grunge pioneers as a
model for their music, through to how many people dress.

This led to him getting a job at The Colourwheel. As he explained to IQ magazine, “We’d
been in town for 24 hours and a new club opened called the The Colourwheel. The venue
manager there really knew his stuff and was doing gigs with bands like Spaceman 3, Sonic
Youth, Psychic TV and My Bloody Valentine. I’d got more into the US underground music at
the time so I started promoting shows with him and in 1988 I took it over.”

You probably know the story by now: band from Aberdeen, Washington, release three studio
albums – that have sold over 75 millions copies to date – and go on a meteoric rise to fame
that sees them become unwitting global megastars until their frontman's tragic suicide.
One part of this story that you possibly do not know is how this may not have happened if it
wasn’t for the tiny, yet crucial role that Nottingham played…

Further to this, in an article titled Anarchy in the UK in Mojo magazine by Andrew Perry,
Russell told Andrew, "I had literally been an agent for about five minutes, and this guy
Cameron from a band called The Cateran had sent me the 7” of Love Buzz. I fell in love with
it immediately – a beautiful sense of melody, but brutal too. I started badgering Sub Pop,
telling them I really loved the band and that I wanted them to come over. Eventually the
word came that they were coming here with Tad. I booked the UK dates out of my bedroom
in Nottingham.” Russell then booked Nirvana’s first ever UK tour from the flat he was sharing
with his girlfriend. Yes, Nirvana’s first UK tour was booked from a tiny flat on Belton Street in
Hyson Green, and the world would never be the same again.

In 1987, Russell Warby moved to Nottingham from London to follow his girlfriend at the time
who was enrolled on an art degree course at Nottingham Polytechnic (now Nottingham
Trent). Russell had planned to start an art foundation course at a local college but the course
was full, which meant he had to start looking for work.

It was when Russell heard Love Buzz, Nirvana’s first release, that he knew he had to work
with the band. He explained to IQ what the appeal was, “I knew I loved it in about four
seconds. It was a reaction to bland music; an attempt to get back to what had come from the
birth of rock ’n’ roll. I could hear this American underground band that sounded like a rock
band whose singer was channeling John Lennon.”

This was in 1989 and part of the band’s Heavier Than Heaven European Tour was
undertaken alongside Tad and culminated in an appearance at Lamefest at The Astoria.
Russell described the tour as “Pure bedlam, an explosion of energy”. Not only was it the start
of a fruitful relationship between the band and the booking agent who would continue to
work with them, but it marked a pivotal point in Nirvana’s career, as the moment they moved
from the underground to the overground.
It can be argued that if it wasn’t for Russell making the initiative to pick up the phone to
book that early tour from his Nottingham flat, Nirvana wouldn’t have grown into the band
that they became. Not only did Russell get them booked on to the John Peel Show during
that 1989 tour, word of mouth and a small amount of press coverage helped the band to gain
exposure early on.
As Russell explained to Mojo, "We went to pick them up at the airport, and from among all
these American tourists, Tad came through, this huge guy in a straw hat, and then shuffling
behind was this funny little fella with bleached hair. They were immediately engaging, and
very excited, being so far from home. At that stage, Nirvana had only done one American
tour where they’d mostly been camping. So to come over to Europe, and stay in cheap bed
and breakfasts – it was like they were already touring at a better level. There was a lot of
expectation. The word had got round completely naturally. Friends
were telling friends. There wasn't a big press hype, just Sounds. The
first gig was Newcastle, and they were absolutely awesome. There
was a real sense of anarchy and randomness about it. Krist totalling
his bass cab."
Nirvana returned to the UK in 1990, but the foundations for future
success were laid on that 1989 tour. Journalist Keith Cameron
speaking to Mojo, “Around September 1990, I went out to Seattle
for a Sounds cover story. The band had just sacked Chad Channing.
They'd hired Dan Peters from Mudhoney for the night. Dave Grohl was
actually staying at Krist's house, where we were staying. So I had the
distinction of sharing a floor with the incoming drummer. The next
day we did the interview and photo shoot with Dan, and about two
weeks later he was out. A month or so later, they came over for a sixdate headline tour with L7. The Astoria gig virtually sold out just on

It was during the 1990 British Sliver Tour that Nirvana would make their first of two
appearances in Nottingham. On 27 October the tour stopped by Trent Polytechnic alongside
L7 and Shonen Knife. It was the final night of the tour and in his book Nirvana: The
Biography, Everett True recounts how he ended up on stage with the band that night:
“According to Melody Maker photographer Stephen Sweet, who was watching the Trent
Polytechnic show from the balcony, the lights were going up and the crowd trudging home
satiated, when Kurt ran back on to the stage to announce, ‘We’ve got a very special guest for
you’. The fans raced back down the front, expecting Tad at the very least, only to hear Kurt
complete the words, ‘Everett True from Melody Maker’. I stumbled up to the microphone and
muttered something about how I’d only play a song if Nirvana played one afterwards. Kurt
strapped his left-handed guitar over my shoulder – wrongly – and he and Krist settled behind
the drum kit, and started bashing away. We last about two minutes in to my Sub Pop single
Do Nuts until Kurt began to comprehensively trash the drums at which point I quit my vocal
duties and turned around to watch.” Footage from this show can be found on YouTube.
The second and final time Nirvana visited Nottingham was to play Rock City on 3 December
1991 as part of the European Nevermind Tour. A Japanese TV company was present on the
night to film the show and interview the band. Fortunately footage of the gig exists online –
check the Layar link on this page maybe you can spot yourself in it? In the footage you can
see a man frantically dancing on stage with the band. He is known as ‘Tony The Interpretive
Dancer,’ a friend of the band who occasionally joined them to thrash away as they played.
‘Tony,’ a Nottingham resident and once the drummer for local band Bivouac, befriended
Nirvana through his friendship with Russell Warby. Speaking to LeftLion in 2010 he said,
“[Russell] had sort of found a gap in the market where he would represent Amphetamine
Reptile bands, SST bands, you get the drift. Bands would come over and I would go and pick
them up in the splitter if he didn't have a driver. He said one day, ‘I've got some bands coming
down they are doing a Lamefest Tour – Mudhoney, Tad and Nirvana’ so I just picked them up
at the airport and we hung out. They came back and we met up with them again, it was just
lads together getting on really well. I think the dancing came out as a dare.”

Notts native Anthony Hodgkinson is better known
to Nirvana fans as ‘Tony The Interpretive Dancer’, a
friend of the band who would get on stage and dance
wildly as they played. Check out their headline 1992
Reading Festival set to see him in his full ‘interpretive
dancer’ glory. Last year - when we originally planned
this article - he told us about dancing with Nirvana
the first time they came to Nottingham.
“It’s poignant to be writing this on what would have
been Kurt’s 47th birthday. Happy Birthday my friend,
you’re still deeply missed.
There was a lot of tomFfoolery on the 1990 tour,
helped more or less with the dynamic of having L7
with us and Dave being new to the band. He was full
of life and very funny. I think he was the main culprit
who dared me to dance for them at Leeds Polytechnic
two days before. The second time I danced was at
Nottingham Polytechnic with a brief as follows:
1) Play a home game
2) The kit’s a dress
3) Connect with the crowd, looking like a mascot who
needed sending off
4) Supervise my ‘idiot savant’ apprentice dancer
Everett True at times
Nirvana played a ferociously loud twenty-odd song
set in a room that I remember echoed a tad. Kurt’s
voice was on form, Grohl grooved like a machine gun
and Krist boomed away stage right. The boys were
obviously stoked to be playing a Nottingham show,
well who wouldn't be when your booking agent and
dancer came from there.
Roll on Rock City a year later!”
Antronhy (Tony The Interpretive Dancer), 20 February
2014

Russell left Nottingham in 1990 and moved back to London after being offered a job with
Concorde agency. He continued to work with Nirvana and he now works as a live booking
agent at William Morris Entertainment for some of the biggest acts in the world such as Foo
Fighters, Jack White, and Ryan Adams alongside many others. Like Nirvana, Russell’s career
was kickstarted in Nottingham.
We never got the chance to properly speak to Russell Warby despite a few emails going back
and forth. Russell, if you are reading this, we would still like to talk to you.
nirvana.com

Not only did we give a kickstart to Nirvana’s fledgling career, we helped
to turn Kurt Cobain in to a style icon. Okay, we admit it, he was living
in Northern Ireland at the time but Chris from the Nottingham-based
band Riffbastard is responsible for Kurt wearing that iconic black and red
stripy jumper. Yes, that jumper. Scan the page for the Layar video to get
the full story...

JUSTIN MORTIMER
RICHARD HAMILTON
WORD AND IMAGE: PRINTS 1963 – 2007

The Citizen 1985, dye-transfer, mounted on Archivart board © estate of Richard
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Made in Nottingham
Awards Ceremony
Who will be Nottingham’s Young Creative of the Year?
Friday 15 May at The Nottingham Playhouse.
Exhibition: 5.30pm
Main Event: 6.15pm
@nottinghamyca
/ycreatives

www.youngcreativeawards.org.uk
For free tickets, please call the Playhouse Box Office on 0115 941 9419

words: Andrew Hedgecock
illustration: Dominic Murray

We’re probably stretching it in claiming the late Coventry-born
and Leicester-based writer Graham Joyce as one of our own. But as
he taught on the Creative Writing courses at NTU for eighteen years,
we think it’s worth a punt to make him this issue’s focus in our UNESCO
City of Literature series...
When Graham Joyce died of
aggressive lymphoma in September
2014, we lost a great writer, inspiring
teacher and committed, lifelong
socialist. Joyce took bold decisions in
his life and work: in the dark days of
Thatcherism, he quit his career in youth
work and set off for Greece with the
intention of writing a novel. He went on to
win the British Fantasy Award for best novel
six times, the O. Henry Award for short fiction
and the World Fantasy Award.
In autumn 2001, I interviewed him for a
magazine called The Third Alternative.
I recorded the conversation using my
daughter’s red and yellow Fisher Price tape
recorder (ages three and above) with chunky
colour-coded buttons and a handheld karaoke
microphone. Once he stopped laughing at
my technology, the conversation drifted onto
the London-centric nature of publishing, and
the challenge this presents to writers based
in the provinces. Joyce was deeply annoyed
with a publisher’s reader who suggested his
latest book, Smoking Poppy, would struggle
to find an audience because it was about “fat
people from the industrial Midlands”.
“Oh fuck,” I told him, “I’m a chubby object of
limited appeal.” At that point he took a copy
of his book from a shelf, wrote something on
the title page and set it aside.
There are many writers I admire, but a mere
handful I nag people to read. Joyce is one
of those. His stories are clever, inspiring,
strange and easy to read. They lurch from
profound to playful and back again. So
did his conversation: one minute he’d talk
about fantasy as a para-rational approach to
mapping the human psyche, then he’d treat
you to impressively accurate impersonations
of famous football managers.
I first met him in spring 1998, just before
the publication of his sixth novel, The
Stormwatcher. We talked about socialism,
liminal experience and Bion’s work on the
psychology of group dynamics. Then we
drifted onto Keresley Newlands Primary
School’s victory in the final of the 1965
Coventry and District Football Shield. Joyce
was the team’s goalkeeper. Later, at the age
of 52, he became goalkeeper for England
Writers, an experience captured in Simple
Goalkeeping Made Spectacular (2009),
runner-up for William Hill Sports Book of the
Year. Football mattered: Joyce had a blistering
row with Louis de Bernières about its
historical role in bringing artistry, passion and
“a bolt of electricity” into the lives of working
class people.

The shift from complex contemplation to
earthy observation is a defining characteristic
of Joyce’s work. So is his ability to find
sympathetic qualities in the most obnoxious
characters. In The Stormwatcher, James is
obsessed with status and consumption. “He
was a real pain in the arse,” said Joyce. “I
got fed up of the guy, but I wanted to take the
readers with me, to do more for him. I wanted
him to be a shit, but everyone has something
to redeem them.”
Joyce’s writing explores places, feelings and
experiences most literature tends to overlook:
“I’ve taken a conscious decision to explore
the lives of people who are still ignored by
a majority of writers,” he said. In Smoking
Poppy (2001) a pub quiz aficionado’s daughter
is arrested for drug smuggling in Thailand.
He sets off on a strange journey with his
Christian fundamentalist son and self-styled
best mate, a down-at-heel wideboy. The
story tackles personal growth through crisis,
the way myth shapes behaviour, class as a
barrier to communication, and the distancing
impact of age and education. That last point
is important. Joyce enjoyed success, but felt
educated out of the culture into which he was
born. The sense of erasure that comes with
the getting of wisdom is a theme of The Tooth
Fairy (1996). One of his most popular books,
it blends a sharply observed rites of passage
story with a supernatural narrative.

Writers don’t have
a life, they sit in a room
making up other people’s
lives and it’s bloody
hard work.
Joycean fiction of the Midlands kind melds
accessible storytelling with philosophical
speculation. Early books such as Dreamside,
Dark Sister and The Tooth Fairy rework the
traditions of popular fantasy and horror. As
his writing became more sophisticated, in
books such as The Stormwatcher and Indigo,
the supernatural elements are subtler and the
symbolism more ambiguous. Set during the
postwar rebuilding of Coventry, and layered
with meticulously detailed period background,
The Facts of Life (2002) is often described
as Joyce’s masterpiece. It can be read as a
literary novel but the supernatural powers
of the key protagonist, conceived during a
bombing raid, mean it can be interpreted as
an understated, dark fantasy.
Joyce’s final novel, The Year of the Ladybird,
is a picaresque adventure and love story

set in an era of
discontent. Like his
narrator David,
Joyce worked as
a ‘Greencoat’ at
a miner’s holiday
camp in Skegness in
the mid-seventies. He
often shared anecdotes
about the experience – none of them
as unsettling as the events in the book. The
haunting of the narrator, David, by a glasseyed child with a face of smoke, may be real
or a product of psychological disturbance. It
doesn’t matter which interpretation the reader
allows, the book is an exhilarating exploration
of a period that played a formative part in
Joyce’s life and shaped the psychic landscape
of contemporary Britain.
Joyce was never sure where the ritual of
storytelling would take him or his characters,
but the essential ingredients were emotional
engagement and passion. He believed the
deep structure of stories must mirror the
rhythm of life: birth, partnering and death.
Stories could be experimental, but they had to
capture the psychological pulse at the heart
of existence.
No-one doubted the intensity of Joyce’s
commitment to his craft. He told students:
“Writers don’t have a life, they sit in a room
making up other people’s lives and it’s bloody
hard work.” Behind the graft was a belief
that fiction is a form of magic that opens up
new understanding of human experience
and potential. The Stormwatcher explores
the absurdity and insignificance of society’s
obsession with hierarchy, authority and
acquisition by setting human affairs against
the backdrop of a “nine mile high theatre of
weather.” The satirical elements of the book
are subtle: Joyce’s lifelong socialism informed
all his work but he never bored his readers by
bolting preachy messages into his narratives.
Politics isn’t mentioned in the publicity
material for Joyce’s books, but he was
a politically engaged novelist. He was
suspicious of social engineering but believed
in an instinctive brand of socialism, based
on a “largely unconscious will towards the
general good.”
At the end of our Third Alternative interview
in 2001, Joyce and I said goodbye at his
front door. As we did so, he shoved the
personalised copy of Smoking Poppy into my
hand. I opened it as I walked back to the car.
The inscription on the title page read, “For
Andy, a good Midlands chubster.” It’s one of
my most treasured possessions.
grahamjoyce.co.uk
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words: Harry Wilding

Nottingham film club, Reel Equality, ran by domestic abuse charity Equation, had
a successful debut season of women-centred films in 2014. We spoke to organiser
Chloe Cheeseman to find out what we can expect from season two, which recently
kicked off with the nineties classic Clueless...
It’s understandable to assume that we’ve achieved gender
equality in the western world, but we’re still a long way from
it, and film is a big culprit of gender bias. “Less than one in
four Hollywood films feature women in the lead role,” says
Chloe. “Out of the top 100 films of 2013, men were nearly
three times as likely as women to be portrayed as leaders.
Women consistently make up less than a third of speaking
roles, and are four times more likely to be sexualised. The
male to female ratio of filmmakers is 15:1.”
But how does all this affect everyday sexism? “Our
philosophy stems from the fact that many male perpetrators
of domestic abuse against women think that women are
worth less than men. On-screen sexism is one of the sources
of these attitudes, so challenging it is part of addressing
a root cause of domestic violence. Young people are
bombarded with problematic messages about relationships
from advertising, music videos, porn, and movies (such as
Twilight and Beauty and the Beast) that glamorise obsessive
and controlling behaviour as romantic. Equality, respect
and consent are crucial elements to healthy relationships.
We need to challenge the glamorisation of abuse and
violence against women on screen if we are to see an end to
widespread domestic violence.”

says Chloe. “According to anecdotal feedback we’ve had,
Reel Equality has opened up eyes to the ways that sexism is
manifested in the film industry.”
Season two will contain eight films from across the world,
including the darkly comic Appropriate Behaviour, and
Hannah Arendt, which looks at the twentieth century
philosopher. Chloe adds, “We try very hard to tell stories
about women from different countries and backgrounds,
as well as exploring different genres. We are also planning a
family-friendly screening.
“It’s fantastic that so many people now support the
principle of equality, but dismantling sexist institutions
and bringing about substantive equality requires us
to be more proactive. Reel Equality won’t change
Hollywood overnight, but the more it’s spoken
about, the closer we’ll be to reaching the tipping
point that’s needed for long-lasting change.”
equation.org.uk/reelequality

In 1985, the American cartoonist Alison Bechdel had a
character in her comic strip, Dykes to Watch Out For, who
would only see a film that met the following three criteria: it
has to have at least two women in it, who have names, and
they have to talk to each other... about anything other than
a man. A film that passes or fails the “Bechdel Test” does
not necessarily make it particularly feminist or sexist but,
when applied in the aggregate, it’s most informative about
how male-centric most films are - a worryingly small amount
pass.

Facilitating funding
“I’ve come across some really interesting people
through hearing about their work or reading something
about them. I’ve been able to come to
them with full pockets and say ‘I really like your
work,’ and I’m able to facilitate a platform for them
that gives them income as well. It’s not going to be a
lot because the tickets are only £6, but all of the
money goes straight back to the artist. That’s part of
our philosophy.”
Organising venues
“We want to show venues the high quality work that’s
being performed. That way, when we’re not in the
festival circuit, we can operate a bit of an admin fee for
being a mouthpiece. We can talk to all the artists we’re
working with, or even artists who want to come on
board next year, people who are developing work. We
can then go to the people with the purse strings and
the power and say, ‘we’d love you to host a
night here’.”

Reel Equality use this test as a starting point, but it’s not
enough in itself - they choose their programme by selecting
films in which the main protagonists are women who are
interesting, well-rounded and challenge gender stereotypes.
Season one, which screened Ghost World and Beasts of
the Southern Wild, was a success, with attendance
growing over 100%. And men are more than welcome.
“We want to reach a large and diverse audience,”

Promoting Notts talent
“We wanted to create a platform for professional and
aspiring companies working and creating work in
Nottingham, to give them a chance to perform their
work in the city. It’s about the knitting together of
contact books and casting the net a bit wider. We can
get everyone who’s making work in that bracket and
get some bits on at the end of May, to demonstrate
that Nottingham really is punching above its weight.”
Described by co-producer Gareth Morgan as starting
with a “back of the fag packet conversation”, FONT
Fest will promote Nottingham artists and performers
across four local venues – Lee Rosy’s, The Lofthouse,
Lord Roberts, and Rough Trade. Events will include
Daniel Nicholas’ Reverb (The Love Story of Terrance
the Crocodile and Julia the Mannequin), an open
discussion forum about nurturing theatre in Notts,
and the return of The Gramophones’ End to End show.
We spoke to Gareth about the festival’s aims...

fontfest.co.uk
FONT Fest runs from Wednesday 27 – Sunday 31 May
2015. See website for full listings and details.
Helping artists
“They put in time, blood, sweat and tears, and miss
gas bill payments. We want to put them at the centre.
That’s why they’re getting the full financial gains of
this. A lot of them have been incredibly helpful already
and said ‘Ooh, we’ve got this’ or ‘We’ve got a lighting
rig you could use’. It’s like a skills and equipment
swap-share system. We’d like to facilitate that local
help system.”

Organising a fringe theatre event in the space of two months sounds like
the plot of an offbeat indie flick. But Andy Fowler and Gareth Morgan have
arranged this feat without any wacky movie hijinks, bringing together an
impressive roster of Nottingham talent for the inauguration of FONT Fest...
words: Hazel Ward
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We each have our share of vices.
Whether it is indulging in intoxication,
excessive worrying (and its cohort, nailbiting) or overspending on frivolities.
We gather them throughout life, some
in childhood, others through difficult
times, and generally try to bat them off
if they become too bothersome. Many
of the habits and quirks we acquire
are easy to understand – buried within
them is some shred of logic, however
misjudged. On the other hand, some
contain no rhyme or reason whatsoever
and, frankly, are downright bizarre.
Far from trying to attain perfection, we like to think
moderation is the key – we’ve all met those virtuous types
and felt the creeping suspicion we are in the company of
an automaton. It’s not pleasant. We each have our guilty
pleasures and the key is to maintain a balance. That
being said, in some cases these habits are so misguided,
abstinence really is the only option.
Local lass Kitty Hudson certainly had one of the oddest
habits we have ever heard of and, we will confess, it has left
us rather confused. During the latter part of the eighteenth
century, the Arnold native became notorious for her peculiar
penchant and its bizarre consequences – bewildering
doctors as a marvel of the medical world and enthralling the
morbid curiosity of the masses as a tabloid sensation dubbed
‘The Human Pin-Cushion’.

Kitty was born in 1765 and, for the
most part of her childhood, resided
with her grandfather, a sexton
to St Mary’s Church. To earn her
keep, she swept the pews of the
church and it is here her unusual
habit formed. When collecting
the pins often found on the floor,
Kitty would store them in her
mouth, encouraged by an older girl
employed at the church who would
reward Kitty with a stick of ‘tuffy’
in exchange for every mouthful.
Whether through slight lunacy
or simple classic conditioning,
she soon developed a peculiar
penchant for the sensation, often
seen with a needle or pin between
her lips outside the church as well
as when attending her duties.
What began as a slightly foolish but
more or less commonplace practice
descended into a destructive
compulsion which reportedly left
her unable to eat, drink or sleep without a mouthful of sharp
metal between what little remained of her teeth.
So far, so bizarre, but by the age of eighteen, Kitty’s life
would get decidedly stranger as the consequences of
her unorthodox fixation began to show. In 1783 she was
admitted to Nottingham’s newly opened General Hospital
as a result of odd sensations of numbness throughout her
body. Upon examining her inflamed wrist, doctors made
a most curious discovery – two large darning needles
embedded under the skin. The offending articles were
promptly removed, but soon two more were felt higher
up the arm in a case that both fascinated and baffled the
medical community.
Throughout her two
year incarceration, great
numbers of pins and
needles were extracted
from all over her body, some
spontaneously erupting,
others embedded deeply
and requiring a most
astonishing series
of operations.
Luckily for Kitty, her lengthy
stay in the hospital held
some blessings, as it was
here she was reunited with
a childhood friend by the

name of Goddard, himself an outpatient being treated for a
head complaint. Romance blossomed among the starched
sheets and stethoscopes, and her new beau would cheer her
spirits with promises of marriage once her ordeal was over.
As good as his word, the pair married six months after Kitty
was pronounced cured of her afflictions and discharged.
They went on to live a relatively unremarkable life together,
and Kitty spent her days walking between Arnold and
Nottingham as a post woman, despite the pins which
continued to erupt through her skin.

Great numbers of pins and
needles were extracted from all
over her body, some spontaneously
erupting, others embedded deeply
and requiring a most astonishing
series of operations.
Perhaps it would take a psychologist such as Freud to
explain the roots of Kitty’s foolish vice. We’re not too sure
what to take from it, but perhaps the moral of the story is if
your guilty pleasure leads to copious doctors visits, it’s best
to keep it in check. And remember, kids: don’t eat needles.
facebook.com/thedilettantesociety
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words: Mark Patterson

What makes Lady Bay special? Brenda Baxter, organiser of Lady Bay Arts Festival, circles around the issue and offers a
few ideas before concluding, “It’s just really chilled.” Really? South of the Trent? Because chilled isn’t the word one readily
associates with West Bridgford – its career snootiness and rows of pricey coffee bistros included.
But that isn’t Lady Bay, which is the small, self-contained,
mostly residential area facing directly onto the Trent across
the green and pleasant Hook nature reserve. Here, the quiet
sense of separation from Bridgford proper to the south is
marked by a large roadside heron sculpture and the annual
success of two independent festivals rooted in the homes
and lives of local people. One is Lady Bay Gardens in July;
the other is the Arts Festival, which takes place on May 16
and 17 and, this year, celebrates its twentieth birthday.
Founded by local artists Fran Tristram, Rod Bailey and Carol
Crowe to show off the talents of the artists and designers
who live in the area, the event has matured into one of
Nottingham’s most laidback – yes, chilled – and sociable
cultural events. Last year 1,700 people attended the
festival, seeing art and design in private homes, art studios,
gardens, the local church and primary school. This year will
be the same, as more than seventy artists and designers
set out their stalls on a walking trail which will also include
workshops, live music and children’s stuff. There will be a
minimum of artspeak babble, but much cake. A visit to the

home of the man who mends clocks, keeps cats and makes
strong homemade wine is also practically mandatory.
Brenda herself, who now co-ordinates and publicises the
festival, will host a sculptor in her back garden and a book
binding demonstration in her living room, while she shows
her own video projections in a garden shed. This, though,
is a pretty typical setup for the festival. “Your adrenalin
certainly starts going when people are walking around your
home,” she says. “But, by and large, people just tend to
potter and browse.”

That brings us back to the question of Lady Bay and its
character. Brenda, a former social worker who has lived in
the area since 1985, says that while Lady Bay has suffered
the usual problems of gentrification, caused and reflected
by rising property prices, it still feels a little bit like living on
an ‘island’. Perhaps an island of community wholesomeness
when compared with its colder West Bridgford relation. For
God’s sake, Brenda knows her neighbours and the names
of people living several streets away. “There’s a lot of wellbeing in Lady Bay,” she says.

The festival’s relaxed, unassuming ambience is, to an
extent, a reflection of the way that it’s run on an informal
footing and without much of a budget. Support is offered
by local businesses, individual local councillors and
Nottingham Trent University, while income is generated by
admission fees and a 10% commission on artist sales. Last
year’s sales totalled £12,000. But Brenda stresses that the
festival also remains a community-based event at heart;
it simply wouldn’t happen without local people getting
together to make it happen.

So, if 2015 is your first visit to a Lady Bay Arts Festival,
there’s only one word of advice: chillax.
Lady Bay Arts Festival, Trent Boulevard,
Saturday 16 – Sunday 17 May, 11am – 5pm, free/£3.
ladybayarts.org.uk
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Elliot Caine

from half an hour to a few hours, even days depending on how precious I’m feeling and how
generous the location is.

Okle

As a designer and printer, my work is a blend of illustration and typography. I use a broad
mixture of mediums to create my artwork, giving me the freedom to apply my ideas to any
given surface. I’ve been writing graffiti for almost a decade and always look for diverse ways
to apply myself creatively.
I’ve considered myself an artist from a young age. My work has come on in leaps and bounds
over the past few years as I've been torn between a scatter of different styles and approaches
to applying myself. I’ve been massively influenced by the people I’m surrounded by, and
credit is due to them for influencing the route I’ve taken with my practice.
My featured piece was created with spray paint on boards that we attached together to
create a large, wall-like surface. It was created for the launch event of the new Nottingham
rap battle league, Clash Money. I took part in a graffiti clash against local artist, Ahoy, where
we competed to see who has the freshest style. The piece was experimental, as I’ve been
trying to fuse graffiti with my typography influences. A piece can take anything

My work is usually created in the comfort of my home studio, where I can play my favourite
beats and practise being a recluse. I’m lucky enough to be able to exhibit my work at music
events where I also get to produce live pieces – it’s always fun because I get to meet a lot of
people. Reactions always give me a huge sense of contentment and are massively rewarding.
It makes me appreciate my nifty left hand.
Last year, I graduated with a Graphic Art and Design degree, and I’ve been freelancing ever
since. My day can consist of anything from being sat at my desk producing intricate digital
graphics, to throwing up paint, decorating kids bedrooms or gyms. I treat my artwork as a
job, but it never feels like work.
I also run an independent streetwear brand, The FTS.co, where I design and print all
garments in-house. I’m currently bringing together designs of my favorite UK artists to
release on a new line. I can’t imagine myself doing anything else, and I’m excited to see what
projects I’m approached with in the future.
thefts.co

Art Works
Tilly Mint
Sacral Sky
I’ve been drawing and painting
from a young age. My dad used
to paint beautiful landscapes
and both parents encouraged
my creativity. I originally wanted
to do fashion design but, while
studying it at college, I realised
it didn't give me the creative
freedom I wanted. I enjoy the
self-expression and, for me,
it’s a visual representation of
my journey.
Whatever I am interested in or learning about will be reflected in my
artwork. It is an extension of myself.
This is a photograph I did last year, taken from a series called
Tranquil Chaos, inspired by Sam Spreckly – an artist I’ve recently
had the privilege of collaborating with. It’s made using paint, but that
is as much as I am willing to give away. There is a lot of trial and
error involved in my work; I approached this particular series like a
science experiment.
I made it because I became fascinated with the in-between states of my paintings. By this,
I mean when the paint has not yet settled and the movement and reactions of the paint
cause patterns to emerge. I used paints that reacted against each other, and ended up with
patterns reminiscent of natural phenomena. Seeing this unfold became a kind of meditation
for me.
At the same time, there was a lot of control involved in the work. I became interested in the
contrast between this controlled process and the organic outcome. People have described the
photos as alternate realities or worlds.

The series of photographs and film took around two or three weeks to make during my final
year at Nottingham Trent University. I had a lot of time to make work during my time at
university but since I’ve left, it has been difficult to find the time and facilities to create.
I am part of the Mimm Collective, and I’ve been fortunate enough to be creative in
my work with them. The events we do as a family give us an opportunity to make
and collaborate.
I would love to make more film installation work, creating huge sensory installations that
immerse the viewer. Ideally, I would like to do this in collaboration with musicians, and
would like the work to have a live element.
cargocollective.com/tillymint
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John Bann admits he owns a few Russian fur hats, but insists that he is not Nottingham’s new ‘Cycling Czar,’ as that title
implies autocratic powers. And he won’t be Nottingham’s new ‘Cycle Champion’ either – that role will probably go to an
elected councillor. Instead, he’s the city’s first ever ‘Cycling and Road Space Transformation Officer’. That’s glorious council
lingo for a job that will see him promoting and organising £6.1m worth of improvements to Nottingham’s cycling infrastructure
over the next three years.
Bann will no doubt be the man who gets some of the praise,
but most of the flak, from the city’s vocal and informed
community of urban cyclists, for the work which is set to
be officially launched in late May. Even as Bann arrived in
Nottingham in January, folks were discovering that he’d
been in charge of highways and parking at Sheffield City
Council when a narrow cycle lane was installed. Emblazoned
across the front page of the Sheffield Star, the headline read
‘The Most Dangerous Cycle Lane in Sheffield?’. A YouTube
clip of the squeezed cycle lane at Furnival Gate has been
doing the rounds among Nottingham cyclists. Such things
have a way of following you around on social media.
It’s unfair to judge him on this alone, and Bann tells LeftLion
the cycle lane has since been removed. As he says, he
worked in Sheffield for ten years and has worked at other
authorities which were praised for their cycling work – York
and Gateshead. Now in Nottingham, he has the ‘Cycle City
Ambition’ project on his hands, which includes building and
improving four major cross-city cycle routes and linking them
together in the city centre.
The cross-city routes will include at least two new
dedicated, segregated ‘cycle superhighways’ – one between
the city centre and Dunkirk flyover via Castle Boulevard,
the other along Daleside Road in Colwick. The cycle lanes
in both will be double-laned and separated from traffic by
concrete kerbs up to 1m wide. Bann hopes that work on
the Castle Boulevard section, already one of Nottingham’s
busiest cycling routes, will begin this autumn and should be
completed in spring 2016.
Both of these lanes will be true firsts for Nottingham, and
should encourage nervous and reluctant cyclists to get out
on two wheels. However, it will be interesting to see how
the new cycle lane proposals are received by motorists in the
consultation process since both new lanes mean a reduction
in road space.

The trickiest part of the job
is working out how these routes
will connect so that cyclists can
cross the city centre without the
current rigmarole.
Of the other two cross-city routes, the northern one will
follow the Mansfield Road/Hucknall Road route – where
there are already narrow, traffic-choked lanes – while cyclists
heading south will be sign-posted towards Clifton along the
new track adjacent to the new tram line. The trickiest part
of the job is working out how these routes will connect so

that cyclists can cross the city centre without the current
rigmarole of: ride on the pavement, pedal the wrong way
down one-way streets and dismount at various ‘cyclist
dismount’ signs.
Yet the attempt to create seamless and easy cross-city
centre routes may only provide partial solutions. Truth is, the
planners don’t yet know how to connect up the city centre.
One option is up Castle Road and onwards towards Canning
Circus – a steep route guaranteed to put off the fair-weather
cyclists that the council and government want to see out on
their bikes. Privately, Bann believes the route will stick to
Maid Marian Way, which isn’t quite so steep.
The big cross-city plan also leaves huge areas of inner city
Nottingham untouched. While St Ann’s will get a new ‘cycle
corridor,’ the large residential areas to the west, including
Aspley and Broxtowe, currently get nothing. An earlier plan
to connect the city’s public parks by cycle tracks has also
been put on the back burner. Even the planned work almost
didn’t happen as the original bid for funding to central
government was turned down in 2013. Fortunately, the £6.1m
was then taken on by the D2N2 local enterprise partnership.
It’s this that’s paying for the work and Bann’s £44-48k salary.
Why £6.1m? He says it works out at £10 per head over his
three-year contract.
Bann admits he didn’t know Nottingham well (“I thought it
was a flat place”) but started his job with a recce by cycling
the four cross-city routes on a Citybike. He must now have
iron leg muscles since he took one of those heavy clunkers up
Hucknall Road. But what difference can Bann’s presence and
salary make to the implementation of plans which existed
before he was appointed?
His answer is that he’s meant to make a connection between
cycling per se and ‘road space transformation’ which is the
bigger picture of improving the relationship between roads
and the ‘public realm,’ including public spaces and walking.
“I didn’t appoint myself and they [Nottingham City Council]
wanted a dedicated resource to help deliver these plans,”
says Bann.
“They didn’t think they had that and they wanted someone
senior enough to do it. They wanted someone who could
deliver cycling and road space transformation because of
the connections between the two. If you have separate
groups looking at this separately, you can miss joining
them together. So the job is about someone who can drive
it forward, who can lead the process, has experience of
local government projects and has enthusiasm for it – and I
certainly have: I’ve been cycling for thirty-odd years, been a
member of the CTC for 25 and I’ve cycled to work for most
of my life.”

Bann talks positively about having cyclists’ needs built into
road and public realm design from the start, and then to
have cycling provision assessed for effectiveness and safety.
Such audits were a process he helped begin in Sheffield as a
response to criticisms by the city’s cyclists and it sounds as
if he wants a similar process here.
“Over a period [at Sheffield] we tried to educate our
engineers and planners about cyclists’ needs but it wasn’t
easy because there wasn’t a strong, single [ruling] party like
in Nottingham. It was Labour and the Liberal Democrats and
cycling got caught in the middle because people were saying
‘Why are you spending so much money on cycling when only
2% of people cycle?’ That’s the big issue because aspersions
would be cast on the authority for being anti-motorist when
we really wanted a balance where we promoted cycling,
walking, buses and cars.”

[Bann] started his job with a
recce by cycling the four cross-city
routes on a Citybike. He must have
iron leg muscles by now since he
took one of those heavy clunkers
up Hucknall Road.
Although there may not be enough money to fund all of
the planned improvements in Nottingham within his initial
three-year tenure, Bann hopes that more funding will become
available. But how will his own effectiveness be ‘audited’ in
the meantime?
“I suppose if after a year we haven’t delivered some of the
scheme then there would be a big question mark over me.
The issue is that we’ve put together a proposal with the best
intentions where you want to grab as much money as you
can and say this is what you want to do and set out clearly,
‘Here are our schemes, this is the cost.’ So I’m hoping to get
good delivery in the first year, but it may not be everything.
From a road space and cycling point of view, if I haven’t
delivered on time then I’ll have to go or my contract will not
be extended. If I’m successful, I’d like to continue.”
And if he isn’t judged to be successful – well, Bann has
enough experience of dealing with cyclists to know that he
will have to swap his furry Russian hat for a steel helmet.
leftlion.co.uk/onyerbike
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pick of the month
Scratch Electric

Young Creative Awards

Every year, loads of Nottingham organisations get together to celebrate
the most creative youths the city has to offer. Over the past few months,
contenders have been scribbling, sewing, snapping and all the rest of it,
to be in with a chance of winning cash prizes and places on prestigious
mentoring schemes. And now, it is time. Time for these young ‘uns to stand
up and shake hands with the boss men and women of their fields on a stage
in front of many a Nottinghamite. Not only will there be mams, dads and
nannas welling up with tears of joy, there will be performances from many of
these awesome whippersnappers. Expect dancing, poetry, video, live music,
graphic animation, and more. Remember, the material might be from people
who’re just emerging creatively, but they’re the crème de la crème of their
categories in young Nottingham, and trust us when we say you won’t be
disappointed. Last year was an absolute corker and we expect the evening
to be even better than before. This year’s theme is ‘Made in Nottingham,’ so
the mixed bag of tricks will pluck out packets of ibuprofen, Paul Smiths and
Raleigh Burners as it speeds along its course. The event is free, but make sure
you book your tickets from the Playhouse Box Office to avoid disappointment.
Friday 15 May, 6pm, free, Nottingham Playhouse

Nottingham Contemporary
and I’m Not From London have
started a project to rejuvenate the
primary role of the electric guitar.
The artistic lead for the project,
Adrian Lee, is kind of a big deal
having composed, directed and
performed for Royal Shakespeare
Company, BBC and Royal National
Theatre to name but a few. It’s all kicking off with a gig of
epic proportions, inclusive of electric guitar quartet Ludi,
a question and answer session with special guest Adrian
Utley of Portishead, plus a thirty-piece orchestra made up
of fresh-faced guitarists and bassists who’ve been cutting
their teeth in a programme of workshops in the run-up to
the event. It’s set to be a massive celebration of active
participation, community spirit, and mightily loud guitars.
Sniffed at, it shan’t be.
Thursday 21 May, 6pm, £5 - £10, Nottingham Contemporary

The Apples

Haiku Salut

Wanderlust

Ever been to a gig in the
Galleries of Justice? Us neither,
but it sounds like a right good
bash, dunnit? Last time Haiku
Salut were in town they hit up
Nottingham Contemporary and
Trinity Square with an orchestra
of vintage lamps that all flickered
in time to the music. Now, they’ve
decided to play in the old Victorian courtroom. And why
not? Expect a symphony of accordions, glockenspiels and
many other weird instruments that can blissfully soothe the
eardrums into magical delight. Also, anticipate a few poems
along the way - they’re not called Haiku Salut for nowt. The
feminine threesome will be enjoying support from Ultras
and Inad, who add rockier and grungier dimensions to an
otherwise melodic affair. No bog standard gig, it’ll make for
a great story to tell the office on Monday.
Saturday 9 May, 7.30pm, £7, Galleries of Justice

The all-female powerhouse that
are The Gramophones are back
with a bleddy big bang this year,
bringing a much needed slice
of woman power to the maledominated world of theatre. Their
new production took the Leicester
Curve by storm at Inside Out
Festival, and they’re bringing
it to the Playhouse to satisfy all you gals and guys. The
performance will be a collection of verbatim stories the
women have picked up on their adventures, gathering
information for their latest piece of theatre. From hitchhiking
across Nottingham in mobile libraries, to picking the brains
of elderly folk, they’ve gone all out in true, adventurous
Gramophone style. There’s even a bit of live music thrown
in for good measure. Lovely.
Friday 22 - Saturday 23 May, 4pm and 8pm, £9/£11,
Nottingham Playhouse

Screenwriting Course

D.I.D

Milk Race

Nordic Giants

Einstein on the Beach

The Way to
Sneinton Market

Just two members off a fullyfledged football team, this fruity
nonet are doing things a little
bit differently. With a band that
consists of turntables, drums,
horns and bass, their eclectic
mix of hip hop and soul-jazz
is returning to the humble
Bodega for some proper postbank holiday fun. Calling Tel Aviv, Israel, their hometown
on Facebook, these lot are descending on Notts as part of
their spring tour. You might be back at work after an extra
lie-in, but the prospect of gerrin’ your groove on to some
proper beats in the evening will have the hours flying by.
Why not pop down to Bodega a little earlier and stock up on
all the happy hour treats money can buy? The two-for-one
cocktails are sure to get you right into the swing of things. If
you haven’t already overdone it at the weekend, that is.
Tuesday 5 May, 7pm, £15, The Bodega

Film geeks who like a scribble,
this one’s for you and your
impending blockbuster hits.
We love Graham Lester George,
he’s got film nominations and
awards for days. And now he’s
running a screenwriting course
at Broadway for all who are
struggling to get those ideas
ready for feature. It’s for intermediates, so you can’t just
rock up and demand to be the next Spielberg, but this
course is all about making those rusty scripts shine. Learn
how to create that gripping title sequence, and how to let
your drama unfold with the kind of wit only a Broadway
screenwriting course can buy. The course is twenty hours
across eight weeks and costs £130, so if you can handle that
kind of commitment, get your pen sharpened up, duck. We
can’t wait to review that fresh movie meat of yours.
Every Wednesday from 6 May, 6.30pm, £100/£130, Broadway

Can’t decide whether to go to the
cinema, a gig, or a theatre show
on a Friday night? Take those
three birds out with one stone. A
Séance of Dark Delusions, Nordic
Giants’ latest album release
tour, is a mythical wonder of
film, music and performance.
Dressed as folkloric Nordic
giants, they’ll be playing guitars with violin bows and
showcasing a variety of, err, interesting short films. All your
dark, imaginative adventures will be fostered by costumes,
lights, instruments and cinematography. Even if it is all a
little bit scary. Apparently their gigs can be a metaphysical
religious experience, so get down to Tempreh to embrace
the spiritual cinematic world. It might not be one to take the
kids to, but you can always bell up the babysitter and let
loose. We should
probs also warn you about the flashing lights. They can be
a right bogger.
Friday 8 May, 7pm, £8.50, Nottingham Contemporary

We’re not sure why they changed
their awesome name, but the
band formerly known as Dog
Is Dead have still got the same
classic sound. Standing firmly on
the podium reserved for the finest
of Nottingham talent, the boys
are back on the prowl with their
new track Hotel and are ready to
deliver. They’ve been a bit quiet of late, because besides
rocking up to Rescue Rooms to deliver cracking DJ sets,
they’ve been locked away writing and recording their next
album. Following two sell-out shows in the ends, they’ve
decided to pounce back onto the scene, take us firmly
by the scruffs of our necks, and plonk us in front of them.
Judging by previous gigs, these lot are gonna sell out faster
than the freshest of Birds’ cobs, so you best book your
ticket pronto.
Tuesday 12 May, 6.30pm, £12.50, Rescue Rooms

Back in the seventies, composer
Philip Glass and theatre
stage director Robert Wilson
got together and created an
opera like no other. Deemed a
contemporary classic that has
inspired pop culture in myriad
ways, it’s somewhat of a coup
that Backlit have managed to organise this collection.
This is the first time it’s been housed together in over a
decade and outside of New York, and includes storyboards,
manuscripts – score and script – and, its centre piece,
Wilson’s sculpture that was used in the stage production,
the Einstein Chair. Plus,on Saturday 9 May, project
collaborators Dance4 have invited dance artist and Principal
Lecturer of Dance at De Montfort University, Sally Doughty,
to perform her response to the original choreographic score
of Lucinda Childs, followed by a talk. Although the latter
performance is free, get booking to ensure you get a look-in
– it’s going to be busy.
Runs until Sunday 17 May, free, Backlit Gallery

No, despite what you might think,
this won’t involve anyone legging
it from Parliament Street to the
train station balancing a carton
of semi-skimmed on their bonces.
Although, that’s not a bad idea for
office forfeits... Back to the point.
The Milk Race is only the most
prestigious cycling event in the
British calendar. Originally set up by the Milk Marketing
Board who, despite their love for the owd cow-juice, have
now disbanded. The race still prevails in full glory though,
and they want you to register in your thousands. Families
and the cycling elite are all welcome to race in two separate
events, just to make sure your toddlers on their trikes don’t
show up the so-called professionals. It’s only a fiver to
enter, and it’s dead good for you.
Saturday 23 - Sunday 24 May, £5/£8, City Centre

The lovely lads and lasses who
run Sneinton Market have secured
themsens some funding from
the Heritage Lottery Fund to
start a new project. Everybody:
“Ooooh!” To launch said project,
they’re hosting a fabulous fiftiesstyle market and fair in the Sneinton Market Square with
a plan in mind to collect stories from past and present,
from traders and customers, all with the age-owd market
in common. Wendy, one of the managers, said, “You can
be stood at a bus stop and mention Sneinton Market and
someone will tell you a story. These are the stories we want
to hear.” So if you’ve got a tale in mind, get in touch. In the
meantime, pop down to the market and make sure you rock
your best fifties attire. This event is one of many heritage
events in the pipeline, so keep an eye out and gerrit done.
Saturday 30 May, 11am, free, Sneinton Market Square

For weekly updates of what’s going off in Nottingham, sign up to our newsletter at leftlion.co.uk/newsletter
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FRIDAY 1 MAY

SATURDAY 2 MAY

SUNDAY 3 MAY

TUESDAY 5 MAY

WEDNESDAY 6 MAY

THURSDAY 7 MAY

INFL presents Misty
Miller, Tiber, Matt Grocott
and The Shrives
JamCafé
Free, 8pm

Nottm Forest v Cardiff
NFFC
3pm

Learn 2 Cycle
Victoria Swimming Baths
Free, 10am - 11am

Paper Aeroplanes
Nottingham Contemporary
£12.50

Latin American
Dance Class
YMCA Health and Fitness
Free/£2, 12pm

Cycle Sneinton
Sneinton Hermitage
Free, 12pm - 2pm

Capoeira Classes
The New Art Exchange
£5 - £15, 11:30am - 12:30pm

The Guffrits
The Navigation Inn
Free, 7pm

I’m Not From London
present Aja, Pete (DIY)
Whoosh, Tray Electric,
Joyride and Deathray
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm

KOLD Chillin
The Old Angel
Free, 8:30pm - 2am

Harry and the Last
Pedestrians
The Navigation Inn
Free, 8pm

The Apples
The Bodega
£15, 7pm

Skinny Lister
The Bodega
£8, 7pm
Chris McDonald
Slug and Lettuce
Free, 7pm
Opie Deino
The Wilford Green
Free, 9pm
Kid Wave + Bully
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£TBC, 7pm
Wild Honey
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm
Sauna Youth + No Form
JT Soar
£5, 8pm
The Sherlocks
The Maze
£7.50, 8pm
Reggae Take Over
presents The 2nd Annual
Sound Clash
Spanky Van Dykes
£5, 9pm
Enormity Falls
The Old Angel
£TBC, 8pm
Master Class: Quill
Penmanship
Debbie Bryan
£25, 5pm - 7pm
Making Waves
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 8pm - 12pm
1997 (Rehearsed
Reading)
Nottingham Playhouse
£3, 7pm
Stone Tap Takeover
Brew Dog
Free, 6pm
Nature Walk
Clifton Grove & Woods
Free, 10:30am
Vintage Fashion Show
The Lacehouse
£8, 7pm
Lincoln Green Brewery
Beer Festival
Lincoln Green Brewing
Company Limited
Free, 12pm - 11pm
Jimmy Carr
Theatre Royal
£25, 8pm
Toby Hadoke + Brian
Higgins + Danny Deegan
Jongleurs
£7.50/£10/£12, 7pm
Trap Six Events
presents Alfie Moore's
It's a Fair Cop
The Poppy and Pint
£10, 7:30pm

Drug Church
JT Soar
£6, 7:30pm - 11pm
The Outriders
The Lofthouse
Free, 8pm
Kindread Sound System
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8pm
Chris McDonald
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm
The Invisible Orchestra
Masonic Hall
£15, 7:30pm
Tumble Audio
The Bodega
£5, 11pm
Noize Level Critical Rockin' For The Children
The Maze
£12, 12pm
Fan Club
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 6pm
Letterpress Workshop
The Malt Cross
£50, 10am - 5pm

Filthy Fest 15
Filthy's Nottingham
Free, 1pm - 3am

Transit/Such Gold
Rock City
£10, 7:30pm

Bruno Merz + Beth
THE FAB4 Beatles tribute Frisby + Opei Deino
+ DJ Adam Jay
The Malt Cross
The Riverbank Bar &
Free, 8pm - 10:30pm
Kitchen
Free, 8:30pm - 2am
Jesus Fernandez Fleece Fest
The Golden Fleece
Free, 1pm - 11pm
Dirt Box Disco + Electric
Shite Orchestra + Zoo
Party + Asbo Peepshow +
The Atoms
The Doghouse
£8, 7pm - 1am
Leo and The Seraphim
JamCafé
Free, 6pm
Everywhere Festival
Stealth
£20 - £41, 10pm
Gilles Peterson
The Irish Centre
£20, 9pm

Cadiz
Djanogly Theatre
£12/£14/£16, 8pm

Salsa Class
Bunkers Hill
£5, 7pm
Taylor Guitars
Roadshow
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux
Free, 8pm
The Strypes
The Rescue Rooms
£12.50, 6:30pm
Debademba
Djanogly Theatre
£14/£16, 8pm
The Blind Shake, Hip
Priests + Table Scraps
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£8, 8:30pm

Behind the Scenes
Museum Tours - Festival of
Archaeology
Lakeside Arts Centre
£2, 1:30pm - 3pm

Introduction to Anger
Sherwood Community
Centre
£12, 6:30pm - 9pm

Fowl Comedy
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm

Dara O'Brian
Theatre Royal
£23, 8pm

Film Quiz
Broadway Cinema
£1, 8:30pm

Jack Dee's Help Desk
The Glee Club
£18.50, 7pm

Pub Quiz
Sir John Borlase Warren
8:30pm

Sherwood Storytelling
The Divine Coffee House
£7, 7:30pm - 9:30pm

The Cloudmakers Trio
Bonington Theatre
£5/£10/£12, 8pm - 10:30pm
Alexa Hawksworth
Fat Cats
Free, 6pm
Rozi Plain
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Annabelle Chvostek
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux
£7/£9.50, 8pm
New City Kings
Rock City
£9, 7:30pm
Sunset Sons
The Rescue Rooms
£9, 6:30pm
Yubu Ka
The Hand and Heart
Free, 7pm
Cloudmakers Trio
Bonington Theatre
£5/£10/£12, 8pm
Modern-Day Slavery:
How to Make the
Antislavery Past Usable
The New Art Exchange
Free, 6pm - 8pm

Julius Caesar
Broadway Cinema
£12/£14, 12pm
Tell us about the piece you performed for Toast.
The piece is a reflection of today’s troubles in the world: conspiracies, greed and other
distractions. It’s also about waking up to what is around you, but being comfortable
enough to ‘happily sleep’ and not let the fear of the world’s tyranny take over your
mental state.

The Musicians of
Bremen
Nottingham Playhouse
£7/£8, 11am

Charity Beer Festival
DH Lawrence
Heritage Centre
Free, 12pm

Ghost Walk
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
£3/£6/£15, 7pm

Napoleonic Event
Wollaton Park
Free, 10:30am

If you had to collaborate with one artist, who would it be and what would you do?
That’s tough toffee! Off the top of my head, it would be Gnarls Barkley (Cee-Lo Green
and Dangermouse). I’d try to get Cee-Lo back on his rapping, and get Danger to go
crazy on my beatbox recordings.

May Craft Fair
Newstead Abbey
Free, 10am

Where can we catch you performing in the city?
You can catch me playing in and around Nottingham in a range of venues such as
JamCafé and The Maze. I perform solo, I perform with my band, Just James, and I host
a lot of events, performing with a range of artists such as Kane Ashmore. Come see my
next show at The Lofthouse on Saturday 23 May.

Help and Healing on
the Spiritual Path with
Bruno Groening
The Nottingham Mechanics,
Free, 1:30pm - 2:45pm
Craft Beer Festival
The Orange Tree
Free, 12pm - 1am
Roots of the Forest
Forest Recreation Ground
Free, 10am
Rainbow Run
Forest Recreation Ground
£7/£12/£14, 10:30am

MONDAY 4 MAY
May The Fourth
Be With You
The Doghouse
3pm - 1am

@youngmotamouf
phlexxrecords.com

Opium Lord
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£TBC, 7pm
The Mithered
The Rescue Rooms
£3, 7pm

Novel ll with
Deborah Bailey
Nottingham Writers' Studio
£80/£120, 10am - 12pm

Battle of the Bands 2015
The Maze
£4, 7pm

Gaming Lambs
Sobar
6pm - 10pm

1940s Knees Up
Nottingham Castle
£3/£4/£6, 11am

Lou Lou's Nottingham
Vintage Fair
Nottingham Albert Hall
£2, 11am

May Day - Open Day
St Anns Allotments
Free, 11am
leftlion.co.uk/issue67
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THURSDAY 7 MAY

SATURDAY 9 MAY

SATURDAY 9 MAY

MONDAY 11 MAY

Vamos Theatre
Djanogly Theatre
£11/£13/£15, 8pm

CYF Project: Charity
Football Event
Forest Recreation Ground
£6, 12pm - 5pm

Pagan Pride
Nottingham Writers' Studio
Free, 10am - 7pm

Battle of the Bands 2015
The Maze
£4, 7pm

Cornish Light Talk
Nottingham Castle
Free, 10:30am

Book Club:
The Kraken Wakes
The Johnson Arms
Free, 8pm

Alf Engers + Q&A
Broadway Cinema
£8, 8pm
Mistaken For Strangers
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Guided Health Walk:
Forest and Arboretum
Mary Potter Health Centre
Free, 10:30am
Genre:
Hip hop, reggae, garage and everything in between.
Venues:
Mainly The Maze, but also Stealth, Rescue Rooms
and Nirvana.
Who else helps you run the nights?
Trekkah and I run events with help from JungleWire,
DJ Curtz, TC Photographic, family and friends.
Ten words that sum up the events you put on:
An independent music networking space for locals and
students alike.
Describe the average punter at your nights:
Well-spirited vibers.
Which local act has gone down best with your crowd
and why?
Origin One. It’s a shameless self plug, but the album launch
was by far the biggest crowd we've ever had. Wall-to-wall
madness and K.O.G controlled the vibe of the room. Epic.
Which non-local act would you bring back again?
Granville Sessions. They’re a live hip hop band hailing from
London who came to The Maze and shut the place down.
We're booking them again.
If you could get a celebrity compere who would you
choose and why?
I'd get David Attenborough to film and narrate acts as if
they were wildlife. Imagine!
Which booze sells best at your events?
Red Stripe. Guinness and black when me and Trekkah hit
the bar.
Tell us a crazy story that has happened at your events…
We were doing student nights every Thursday at Nirvana,
and Carl Froch rocked up and was skankin' to bassline with
a mob of students. Phlexxin'.
If you weren’t a promoter what would you have ended up
doing?
Be in a couple of bands. Oh wait...
What other events in Nottingham do you love?
Sounddhism, Tumble Audio, Rubberdub, Can't Stop Won't
Stop, Under The Tree
What have you got coming up?
We’re throwing an event with Don't Flop in May, and
holding a daytime festival full of local acts in June.
facebook.com/phlexx

Blackdrop
The Lofthouse
£3, 8pm - 10pm
Big Cheap Quiz
The Southbank Bar
Free, 8pm
FRIDAY 8 MAY
Pesky Alligators
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9pm
Huskies
JamCafé
Free, 7pm

Wonderland
Folk ‘n' Funk
The Lofthouse
Free, 7:30pm
INFL: 94 Gunships, Ryan
Thomas, Ali Bonsai
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 8pm
Rich Howell
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm
God Damn + Hunny +
Crosa Rosa
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£7, 8pm

May Fest 2015
Highfields Park
Free, 11am
NCF Comedy Night
Station Hotel Hucknall
8:30pm - 10:30pm
Angie McEvoy +
Russell Hicks + Inel
Tomlinson + John Scott
Jongleurs
£7.50/£10/£12, 6:30pm
Novel ll:
Deborah Bailey
Nottingham Writers' Studio
£80/£120, 10am - 12pm
Nottingham Boys and
Girls Brigade Spring Fair
The Pearson Centre for
Young People
50p/£1, 11:30am

Hoobastank + POD +
Alien Ant Farm
Rock City
£22, 6pm

The Stolen Wives
Bunkers Hill
Free, 8pm

The Dualers
The Rescue Rooms
£10, 6:30pm

Dawn Trader
The Doghouse
7pm - 1am

Eaves
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£TBC, 7pm

Satnam's Tash, Robyn
Hughes-Jones, Daniel Ison
The Lofthouse
£5, 7:30pm

Farmyard: The Chase,
The Harmonics and Tom
Withers
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm

Rigbee Deep
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm
Katzenjammer
The Rescue Rooms
£13.50, 6:30pm
Pinkshinyultrablast,
Flyying Colours, Eyre Lew
The Lofthouse
£6/£7, 8pm
Pretty Hurts, Artefact,
Police Drama, Oxeneers
JT Soar
£5, 8pm

Lee Bains and
The Glory Fires
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 5pm

Harmonic Choir
Southwell Minster
£12/£14, 7:30pm

Singing for the Orishas
New Art Exchange
£5/£10, 1pm - 4pm

National Mills Weekend
Green's Windmill
Free, 10am

Life Drawing
Dunkirk and Old Lenton
Community Association
£5, 2:15pm

Hourglass
Backlit Gallery
Free
#Shades - Pedro Perez
On a Roll
Free, 1:30pm - 3:30pm

Selma
Bonington Theatre
£2.50/£3.50, 7:30pm - 10pm

May Fest:
Camera-Free Selfies
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free, 2pm - 5pm

Motif Music present
The Paul Robinson Duo
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm
Ditto
The Forum
£5, 10pm

SUNDAY 10 MAY

Bison + Hallouminati +
Motormouf + Origin One
+ Ex-Friendly
The Maze
£6, 8pm

Dance Like Twats:
Shit Pop #5
The Maze
Free, 9pm

The Joe Strange Band
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen
Free, 9:30pm - 2am
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Cultural Vibrations
Presents: Live & Local 2.0
Nottingham Playhouse
£7/£9, 8pm

Wild Food Walk
Bulwell Bogs
Free, 1pm

Arcane Roots
The Bodega
£10, 7pm

Amsterdam
Nottingham Playhouse
£9/£11, 8pm
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String Orchestra
Workshop
St. Peter's Church
£15/£30, 9:30am - 4pm

Natural Colours and
Portrait Painting with
Oliver Lovley
The Malt Cross
£30, 10am - 4:30pm
Live and Local 2.0
Nottingham Playhouse
£7/£9, 8pm
On the Tracks of
the "Miracle Healer"Documentary Film
The Nottingham Mechanics,
Free, 10am - 4pm

Wollaton Village
Dovecote Museum Opens
Wollaton
Free, 2pm
Stuart Francis:
Pun Gent
Nottingham Playhouse
£18.50, 7:30pm
MONDAY 11 MAY
The Hearts
The Bodega
£5, 7pm
Moss, Khost, Bismuth
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£8/£9, 8pm
Dan Bodan
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Henri Herbert
Royal Concert Hall
£10, 7:30pm

Pub Quiz
The Malt Cross
£1, 8:30pm - 11pm
TUESDAY 12 MAY
The Guffrits
The Navigation Inn
Free, 7pm
Open Mic Night
Pepper Rocks
Free, 9pm
Spring King + Heat
The Bodega
£4, 7pm
The Pre New
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
InMe
Rock City
£12, 7:30pm
D.I.D
The Rescue Rooms
£12.50, 6:30pm
Tony Kofi with the
Andrew Wood Trio
The Worksop Library
£8/£10, 7:30pm
Richard Alston Dance
Company
Nottingham Playhouse
£11 - £19, 8pm
An English Trip
Broadway Cinema
£5, 8:30pm
The Dilettante
Society Meeting
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm
Film Quiz
Broadway Cinema
£1, 8:30pm
Pub Quiz
Sir John Borlase Warren
8:30pm
WEDNESDAY 13 MAY
Shamir
The Bodega
£8, 7pm
John Lucas' Jazz and
Poetry Night
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux
Free, 8pm
Warsaw Philarmonic
Theatre Royal & Royal
Concert Hall
£7 - £32.50, 7:30pm
Beth Hart
Rock City
£23.50, 6:30pm
Tony Kofi with the
Andrew Wood Trio
Southwell Library
£8/£10, 7:30pm
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WEDNESDAY 13 MAY

THURSDAY 14 MAY

FRIDAY 15 MAY

SATURDAY 16 MAY

SUNDAY 17 MAY

TUESDAY 19 MAY

Red Kites + Climbing
Babel + Clay Shaped Boy
The Maze
£5, 7:30pm

Andrew Wood Trio
West Bridgford Libray
£8/£10, 7:30pm

UK Subs + The
Reverends + Static Kill
The Maze
£12, 8pm

Lady Bay Arts Festival
The Poppy and Pint
Free, 10:30am - 5pm

Cable Knitting
Knit Nottingham
£30, 10:30am - 3pm

Kory Clarke + New
Generation Superstars
The Doghouse
7pm

Beer Festival
Blackwood Scout Hut
£3, 12pm - 11pm

How to Draw, Paint and
Collage with your iPad
Lakeside Arts Centre
£30/£40, 10am - 4pm

Wednesday
Walkthrough with
Mark Rawlinson
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 12pm - 12:45pm
The Anxiety of
Influence: An Evening
with Glenn Ligon
Nottingham Contemporary
Free., 6:30pm - 8pm
Artist Talk with
Natasha Daintry
Nottingham Castle
Free, 1pm
Screenwriting Class
Broadway Cinema
£100/£130, 6:30pm

Upload Us
The Lofthouse
Free, 7pm - 1am
Gallery Tour with Ruth
Lewis-Jones
The Djanogly Art Gallery
Free, 1pm - 2pm
Upload Us - Public Art
Installation
The Lofthouse
Free, 7pm
Ballet Boyz: The Talent
Nottingham Playhouse
£13 - £21, 8pm
Theatre Sans Frontieres:
Lorca Amor El Jardin
Djanogly Theatre
£11/£13/£15, 8pm

Museum: Segelocum:
Grains of History
Lunchtime Talk
Djanogly Theatre
Free, 1pm - 5pm

Man and Superman
Broadway Cinema
£12/£14, 7pm

NCF £1 Comedy Night
Canal House
£1, 8pm - 10:30pm

4th Birthday
The Poppy and Pint
Free, 10:30am - 5pm

Tim Vine
Nottingham Playhouse
£22, 8pm

DIY Poets
The Maze
£3, 8pm

Quiz Night
Bunkers Hill
£1, 8pm
Spanky's Big Pub Quiz
Spanky Van Dykes
£1, 7:30pm
THURSDAY 14 MAY
Gerrard Bell-Fife
Anwyn Williams
Alexa Hawksworth
JamCafé
Free, 7pm
Little Hurricane
The Bodega
£5, 7pm
Motif Music presents
Kaben
Fat Cats Nottingham
Free, 6pm
Meatwave
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£tbc, 7pm
We Are The Ocean
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Mannheim
Rock City
£3, 10pm
Slaves
The Rescue Rooms
6:30pm
Salmagundi
The Hand and Heart
Free, 7pm
Like Well Good Karaoke
The Old Angel
Free, 8pm

DJ Rick Smith and DJ
Dan Rattomatic
Spanky Van Dykes
Free, 8pm
Young Creative Awards
Nottingham Playhouse
Free, 5:30pm
Flipside Brewery and
Old Volunteer Birthdays
The Old Volunteer
Free, 12pm

Beer Festival
Horse & Groom
Free, 12pm
SATURDAY 16 MAY
Last Pedestrians
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9pm
Edward Tomanek
Nottingham Albert Hall
£12, 7:30pm
Coco and the Butterfields
The Bodega
£10, 7pm

FRIDAY 15 MAY

DJ Leygo
JamCafé
Free, 7pm

The Joe Strange Band
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen
Free, 9:30pm - 2am

Josh Kemp
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm

The Born Again Beatles
The Doghouse
£5, 7pm - 1am

David Zowie
Stealth
£5, 10pm

Ben Hickling
Slug and Lettuce
Free, 7pm

Toys in the Attic
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£5, 10pm - 3am

Adam Peter Smith
The Wilford Green
Free, 9pm

Beasts
Rock City
£3, 10pm

Paul Nose and Jay Brow
Bunkers Hill
Free, 8pm

Cloudbusting
The Rescue Rooms
£12, 6:30pm

Mr Scruff
Stealth
£12, 10pm

The Afterdark Movement
The Maze
£3, 9pm

Jeneba Kanneh-Mason
Royal Concert Hall
Free, 1pm

Crafternoon:
Collograph Printing
Debbie Bryan
£35, 10:30am - 1:30pm

Voca People
Royal Concert Hall
£21.50, 7:30pm
Kat Among The Pigeons
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm
David Ford
The Rescue Rooms
£12, 6:30pm
S Club 7
Capital FM Arena
£39.20 - £50.40, 7:30pm
Haunted Events UK
Nottingham Castle
£34.99, 7pm - 10:30pm

Ministry of Science Live
Nottingham Playhouse
£13.50, 2pm
In Memory of
the Millions
New Art Exchange
£3, 2pm
Nottinghamshire
Hospice Charity Moonlight
Walk and Disco
NFFC
£15., 5:30pm - 12pm
Help the Museum
Curate its Celtic Coins
Lakeside Arts Centre
£2, 11am - 3pm

Terror Tour
Galleries of Justice
£10, 6pm

Vintage Crowns and
Tiaras
The Malt Cross
£38, 1:30pm - 4:30pm

Wild Food Foray
Sherwood Pines
£25, 11am
Saturday Night Comedy
Just The Tonic
8pm

Poppy Folk
Club's Birthday
The Poppy and Pint
£9, 7pm

SUNDAY 17 MAY

Nordic Walking Festival
Wollaton Park
Free, 9:30am

Learn 2 Cycle
John Carroll Leisure Centre
10pm - 11pm

MONDAY 18 MAY

INFL: The Damn Heavy,
Tom McCartney, Ross
Connor, Brett Sinclair
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm
Jon Barrowman
Royal Concert Hall
£25/£35/£45, 7:30pm
Cupola: Ward
Poppy Folk Club
£9, 7pm - 10:30pm
Load of Meat Fest
The Maze
£6, 4pm

Open Mic Night
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm
Fearless Vampire Killers
Rock City
£9, 6:30pm
Wildlife at Newstead
Newstead Abbey
£1, 10am - 4pm
Stratford Haven’s
16th Birthday with Special
Guest Shezzaloonz
The Stratford Haven
Free, 7pm

JP Cooper
The Bodega
£8, 7pm
We Are The Ocean
Rescue Rooms
£12, 6:30pm
Steve Gunn Band, Mary
Lattimore and Jeff Zeigler
The Maze
£12, 7:30pm
2Magpies Theatre:
The Litvinenko Project
Lakeside Arts Centre
£8, 6pm
Pirates of Penzance
Broadway Cinema
£15/£17/£20, 7:30pm
The Racing Room
The Dragon
Free, 8pm
Poetry is Dead Good
JamCafé
Free, 7:30pm
Film Quiz
Broadway Cinema
£1, 8:30pm
Pub Quiz
Sir John Borlase Warren
8:30pm

POLAROID LIFTS
WORKSHOP

Discover the fragility and translucency of polaroid
lifts with Leicester Lo-Fi Photography. Learn how
to transfer polaroid images onto new surfaces and
experiment with image distortion. Cameras and
film supplied.
Saturday 23rd May
12pm - 3pm
£39
Book your place at www.maltcross.com
leftlion.co.uk/issue67
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NUSIC
BOX

WEDNESDAY 20 MAY

THURSDAY 21 MAY

FRIDAY 22 MAY

SATURDAY 23 MAY

Latin American
Dance Class
YMCA Health and Fitness
Free/£2, 12pm

Talk Cinema
Broadway Cinema
£40/£60, 7:30pm

Perdition VS Violated
The Maze
£3/£4, 8pm

The Milk Race
The Old Market Square
Free, 10:30am

Beer Festival
Wollaton Sports Association
Free, 6pm

Beer Festival
The Chesnut
Free

TopHouse Beer Festival
The White Lion
Free, 8pm

Cider Festival
The Corn Mill Public House
Free

Danny Ward + Stuart
Mitchell + Alex Boardman
+ Robert White
Jongleurs
£7.50/£10/£12, 6:30pm

Talk: Lost Railways of
Nottinghamshire
Sherwood Library
Free, 10am

5th Beer Festival
Beauvale Priory
Free, 11am

Learn 2 Cycle
John Carroll Leisure Centre
10pm - 11pm

Gallery Tour: Faiza Butt,
Nadim Chaudry
and Nottingham
Academy Students
The New Art Exchange
Free, 5:30pm

The Eternal Youth Club
The Old Coach House
Free, 3pm

Open Mic Night
The Maze
Free, 8pm

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled
by Nusic’s Sam Nahirny.

Colin Staples Blues Jam
The Navigation Inn
Free, 8:30pm

Want more? Check the fortnightly podcasts
and live sessions in the Nusic website.

Lower Dens
The Bodega
7pm
Jack Garratt
The Rescue Rooms
£8, 6:30pm
Gordie Mackeeman and
His Rhythm Boys
Djanogly Theatre
£14/£16, 8pm
Critical Whiteness: US
and UK Perspectives
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm

Ellie Keegan
There are lots of singer-songwriters out there, making
it really hard to distinguish yourself without a couple
of gimmicks – ginger hair and a Nandos affiliation, for
example – but one lass who manages to stand out from
the pack on sound alone is Ellie Keegan. Armed with just
her guitar and stunning vocals, she makes beautiful little
numbers that give me chills reminiscent of the ones I felt
when I first heard Georgie Rose. Her voice could make you
have a breakdown, or drive you to tears of happiness from
the pure brilliance of her songs. Her latest single, Watch
The Poppies Grow, is a proper heartstring-tugger as well,
all in aid of several charities that support the British Army.
She’s at the very start of her musical career, but if she
carries on at this rate, she may very well be the kind of
artist to hold entire arenas on her own.
facebook.com/elliekeeganmusic

Benji Smedz
It’s an obvious point, but influences are a big part of any
artist’s musical sound. When I first listened to Benji’s
mixtape, Tied in Notts, my brain was pleasantly confused
by the broad mix of influences – it sounded like nothing
I’d heard before. As a rapper, Benji has a smooth flow,
bouncing from each witty, hard-hitting line to the next
with no trouble whatsoever. The production on his tunes
needs a shout-out too for its diversity. Although mostly
produced by the man himself, he also had a helping hand
from some Notts legends. The mixtape slips between
chilled electronic and grimy bass numbers, the latter of
which instigates an insane flow. The biggest thing Smedz
has going for him with this mixtape is accessibility. There
are tunes that everyone can relate to, and tunes that the
biggest hip hop-head would love. To strike that balance is
hard, but Benji hits the nail on the head.
tinyurl.com/smedzfb
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Big Value
Comedy Auditions
Das Kino
Free, 7pm
FRIDAY 22 MAY
Crate Diggin'
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Mod Story
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9pm

iPad Beginners
Clifton Library
Free, 10:30am
Stand Up Comedy
The Glee Club
£7, 7pm

Fashion Knitwear
Catwalk Show
Bonington Gallery
£6/£8/£10, 6pm

Beer Festival
Beauvale Priory
9pm - 11pm

Danny Ward + Stuart
Mitchell + Alex Boardman
+ Robert White
Jongleurs
£7.50/£10/£12, 7pm

And The Winner is...
Broadway Cinema
£50/£70, 2pm

Bamalamasingsong!
The Rescue Rooms
£6, 8pm

SATURDAY 23 MAY

Spanky's Big Pub Quiz
Spanky Van Dykes va
£1, 7:30pm

Great Imitation
JamCafé
Free, 7pm

Nottingham Volleyball
Go Spike Big Weekend
Wollaton Park
Free, 12pm

THURSDAY 21 MAY

The Bohicas
The Bodega
£7, 7pm

The Fab 2
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9pm

Kaben
Slug and Lettuce
Free, 7pm

The Lambrettas +
Gentlemen Rogues +
Garden Gang
The Doghouse
£15, 7pm - 2am

INFL: The Shakes, Vanity
Box, Scarlet Saffron and
Diablo Furs
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm
Ant Law Quintet
Bonington Theatre
£5/£10/£12, 8pm - 10:30pm

The Shots
The Wilford Green
Free, 9pm

Rich Howell
Fat Cats Nottingham
Free, 7pm

Swing Gitan
Brass Monkey
Free, 10pm

The Modernists
The Hand and Heart
Free, 7pm

The Damn Heavy
Bunkers Hill
Free, 8pm

Like Well Good Karaoke
The Old Angel
Free, 8pm

One Man and Benton
Stealth
£TBC, 10pm

Shake Shake Go
Rough Trade
Free, 6pm

Bad Breeding
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£tbc, 7pm

Rammel Club and TMX:
Father Murphy, Rainbow
Grave + Nadir
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£6, 8:30pm

Lulu
Theatre Royal & Royal
Concert Hall
£28.50 - £89, 7:30pm

Kitty Tray Raw
The Maze
£7.50/£10, 8pm

Circa Survive + RX
Bandits
Rock City
£13.50, 6:30pm

Jumpers For Goalposts
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm

DJ Charlie P
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm

Fashion Design Catwalk
Show and Exhibition
Newton Building, NTU
£6/£8/£10, 6pm

Soundwave Launch Party
with Origin One
Spanky Van Dykes
Free, 9pm

Garden Gang
The Doghouse
£4, 7:30pm - 1am
The Saints
The Bodega
£13.50, 7pm
Steve McGill
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm
Tir Na Nog
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux
£11.50/£15, 8pm
Coal Chamber + Soil +
The Defiled + Dope
Rock City
£20, 6pm
2 Decks, 1 Drum
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm

SUNDAY 24 MAY

Norman Jay 'Ibiza'
Pop Up Party
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen
£15/£35/£40, 6pm - 3am
Spit Shake Sisters,
Baybo Squaybo, Catbone,
94 Gunships, Cecille
Grey, Hhymn, The Golden
Troubadours and more
JamCafé
Free, 8pm
Dot to Dot Festival
Nottingham City Centre
£25, 12pm
Slaid Cleaves
The Maze
£14, 7:30pm
Learn to Crochet
Knit Nottingham
£25, 10:30am - 3pm
Bird Photography
Wollaton Park
£45, 9am - 1pm
Spring Bank Holiday
Dog Show
Newstead Abbey
Free, 10am
MONDAY 25 MAY
Open Mic Night
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm
Authority Zero
The Doghouse
3pm - 1am
Swervedriver
The Bodega
£16.50, 7pm
Alberteen
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Action Transport
Theatre
Djanogly Theatre
£7.50, 3pm
TUESDAY 26 MAY

Eurovision 2015 Live
The Johnson Arms
Free, 8pm

Richie Ramone
The Doghouse
£12, 7pm

Origami Farm Yard
Debbie Bryan
£20, 10:30am - 1:30pm

Fickle Friends
The Bodega
£6, 7pm

Polaroid Lifts Workshop
The Malt Cross
£39, 12pm - 3pm

Young Fathers
The Rescue Rooms
£10, 6:30pm
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TUESDAY 26 MAY

FRIDAY 29 MAY

SATURDAY 30 MAY

Speak Out, Act Up
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6:30pm - 8pm

Iran Iran, Kusanagi,
A Pig Called Eggs
JT Soar
8pm - 11pm

Sounds of the
Unexpected
JamCafé
Free, 8pm

Rubberdub
The Maze
£TBC, 9:30pm

Wilberforce 3rd
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm

The Score
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9pm

Detonate Festival 2015
Colwick Country Park
£40+, 11am - 11pm

The Ram Jam Band
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen
£10/£15, 8pm - 2am

Lacey
The Rescue Rooms
£7, 6:30pm

Ren Harvieu
The Bodega
£15, 7pm

Testament of Youth
Bonington Theatre
£2.50/£3.50, 7:30pm

Motown Goldrush
Fat Cat Sherwood
Free, 9pm

The Hero in Me
The New Art Exchange
Free, 2pm - 4pm

Steve McGill
Slug and Lettuce
Free, 7pm

Paddington
Bonington Theatre
£2.50/£3.50, 2:30pm - 5pm

The Racing Room
The Dragon
Free, 8pm
WEDNESDAY 27 MAY
Wovenwar
Rock City
£12, 6:30pm
Big D and
The Kids Table
The Rescue Rooms
£10, 6:30pm
Walkthrough with
Simon Weaver
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 12pm - 12:45pm
Speak Out, Act Up 2
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm
Painting on
Photocopies
Lakeside Arts Centre
£2, 9:30am

Will Jeffery
The Wilford Green
Free, 9pm

Cornish Light Talk
Nottingham Castle
Free, 1pm

Screenwriting Class
Broadway Cinema
£100/£130, 6:30pm

Skream
Stealth
£tbc, 10pm

Nottingham
Ghost Walk
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
£3/£6/£15, 7pm

Quiz Night
Bunkers Hill
£1, 8pm

Indiana
Rock City
£12.50, 6:30pm

THURSDAY 28 MAY
Lady Leshurr + Jah
Digga + 2Tone + Garton +
Motormouf + Ashmore
The Maze
£8.50, 7pm - 11pm
Josh Kemp
Fat Cats Nottingham
Free, 7pm
Will Haven
Rock City
£10, 6:30pm
Swing Gitan
The Hand and Heart
Free, 7pm
Art and Design
Degree Show
Bonington Gallery
5pm - 9pm
Gallery Tour with
Neil Walker
The Djanogly Art Gallery
Free, 1pm - 2pm
Speech Therapy
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux
8pm
Talk Cinema
Broadway Cinema
£40/£60, 7:30pm
Make Cheese Straws
Green's Windmill
£3, 11am
Katherine Ryan
The Glee Club
7pm
Open Mic Night
The Lion at Basford
Free, 8pm

Rumblefunk
The Alley Cafe
Free, 8:30pm
Wigflex: Ben Klock
The Brickworks
Free, 11pm

Saturday Night
Comedy
Just The Tonic
8pm
Stand Up Comedy
The Glee Club
£10, 7pm
SUNDAY 31 MAY

My Father and
Other Superheroes
The New Art Exchange
£3/£5, 7:30pm - 8:30pm

Farmyard: The Bank
Holiday Bonanza!
The Golden Fleece
Free, 8pm

Stand Up Comedy
The Glee Club
£7, 7pm

John Hardy
The Johnson Arms
Free, 8pm

Barry Dodds + Garr
Murran + Dane Baptiste
Jongleurs
£7.50/£10/£12, 7pm

Cosmic American:
Chuck Prophet and The
Mission Express
The Maze
£TBC, 7:30pm

Events happening across several days
BONINGTON THEATRE

NEWSTEAD ABBEY

THEATRE ROYAL

The Importance of
Being Earnest
Weds 13 May - Sat 16 May.

Tristram Aver’s And
Stand a Ruin Amidst Ruins
Sat 7 Mar - Sun 5 Jul.

Legally Blonde:
The Musical
Tues 5 May - Sat 9 May

THE HARLEY GALLERY

CONTEMPORARY

Paul Scott: Confected,
Borrowed, Blue
Sat 25 Apr - Sun 21 Jun.

Glenn Ligon:
Encounters and Collisions
Fri 3 Apr - Sunday 14 Jun

Sweet Adelines
Convention
Fri 8 May - Sun 10 May

Necklace for
an Elephant
Sat 25 Apr - Sun 21 Jun.

May Half Term
Family Activities
Sat 23 May - Sun 31 May

LACE MARKET THEATRE

PLAYHOUSE

Dead Ringer
Mon 18 May - Sat 23 May

A Skull in Connemara
Fri 22 May - Sat 6 Jun

LAKESIDE ARTS CENTRE

Wanderlust
Fri 22 May - Sat 23 May

Gallery Art Group
Thurs 1 Jan - Mon 1 Jun
Peter Cartwright
Sat 16 May - Sun 9 Aug

The Government
Inspector
Fri 29 May - Sat 30 May
SURFACE GALLERY

Wheee! Children’s
Festival 2015
Mon 25 May - Sun 31 May

Street Art Festival 2015
Tues 14 Apr - Fri 12 Jun

Charging Against
Napoleon
Fri 22 May - Sun 6 Sep

Above/Below
12pm - 5pm
Fri 1 May - Sat 16 May

THE NEW ART EXCHANGE

SYSON GALLERY

Faiza Butt: Paracosm
Fri 24 Apr - Sun 28 Jun

Mass Lotti V Closs
12pm - 5pm
Fri 15 May - Thurs 11 Jun

May Half Term Drama
Tues 26 May - Fri 29 May

The Importance of
Being Earnest
Weds 13 May - Sat 16 May
Birmingham
Royal Ballet
Fri 22 May - Sat 23 May.
Dirty Dancing
£20 - £70
Tues 26 May - Sat 13 Jun
RANDOM STUFF
Great Food and
Drink Fair
Nottingham Castle
Sat 23 May - Mon 25 May
American Craft
Beer Week
Castle Rock Pubs
Sun 10 May - Sun 17 May
RuddFest 2015
The Red Heart, The White
Horse, The Victoria Tavern,
The Three Crowns
Thurs 28 May - Sun 31 May
FONT Fest
Hockley
Weds 27 May - Sun 31 May

Grand opening
Sat 9th May 2015
10am-4pm
FREE ENTRY

SATURDAY 30 MAY
Nightmare! Deviant UK
The Maze
£6, 8pm

Draw-A-Doodle-Dandy:
Fifties Fashion and
Rockabilly
St Johns Church
£15/£20, 12pm - 5:30pm

Lemuria, Dads,
Personal Best, Jaded
SOAN Recording Studio
£10, 6:30pm - 11pm

Learn to Crochet
Knit Nottingham
£25, 10:30am - 3pm

Shipstones Annual
Summer Gathering
The Lion at Basford
Free, 12pm - 10pm
Punk 4 The Homeless:
The Pakt, Benefit State,
Silo 18, Rum Direction
The Sumac Centre
£3, 8pm - 11pm
INFL: The Chase
Same Streets
Tom McCartney Band
One BC
Free, 8pm

The Harder They Laugh
Nottingham Playhouse
£13 - £16, 7:30pm
Autokarna
Wollaton Park
£5, 10am
Music Quiz
The Orange Tree
£1, 8pm - 11pm
Capoeira Classes
New Art Exchange
£5 - £15, 11:30am - 12:30pm

Ladies and gents clothing and accessories,
household decor & goods, vinyl, hairdresser, DJ,
pop-up cafe and much more vintage loveliness
20thC_Sunshine

Sunshine
Vintage Bazaar

Sunshine_Vintage_UK

sunshinevintage@
hotmail.com

The Bodega

23 Pelham Street, Nottingham NG1 2ED

Saturday 9th May, 4th July, 12th Sept
Fat Cat

482 Mansfield Road, Sherwood
Nottingham NG5 2EL

Saturday 20th June
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Sponsored by Real Creative Futures

A transformational programme of FREE support
for Nottingham's creative businesses and
practitioners. Our aim is simple - we want to see
Nottingham's local creative community thrive.

DRAMA TEACHER
Teaching Personnel Ltd
Salary: Unspecified
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-115
Teaching Personnel are currently working in partnership
with schools across Nottinghamshire and are looking to
recruit an innovative drama teacher to add to our base of
supply teachers. The successful candidate will be able
to teach up to key stage five, and must have achieved
qualified teacher status. The role in question will initially
involve day-to-day supply with the intention of gaining
long-term work further down the line. The following
criteria apply; evidence of classroom practice, knowledge
of the National Curriculum and ability to work effectively
in a team.

FRONT END WEB DEVELOPER
CW Jobs
Salary: £18,000 - £28,000 (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-108
CW Jobs are recruiting a Front End Web Developer (PHP,
junior - mid-level) for an expanding technology business
based in Nottingham. They create elegant, simple and
maintainable software to high standards, challenging
developers to become the best they can be. We’re looking
for an enthusiastic Web Developer to join their vibrant,
focused and continuously improving team. The successful
applicant will work as part of a small, dynamic team on
their public web presence and collaborate closely with
designers and marketers to deliver their message to a
worldwide audience.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Speedo
Salary: Unspecified (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-106
In this exciting role at Speedo International Limited,
you will be responsible for the creation of seasonal and
campaign content that meets creative, commercial and
consumer needs in accordance with agreed deadlines.
Being one of the first touch points for our consumers, all
design work must be visually engaging and considered as
part of the bigger consumer journey as well as represent
Speedo as the market leader in swimwear. You will
present new ideas and creative insight into forthcoming
projects and designs and interpret and deliver artwork
from a standard brief which is in-line with brand
guidelines.

DESIGN MANAGER – DIGITAL AND PRINT
Solos Consultants Ltd
Salary: £35,000 - £40,000 (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-111
You will be responsible for managing a team of digital and
graphic designers and art workers, managing multiple
projects and ensuring all design work is consistent with
brand guidelines. The successful candidate must have
experience using Adobe Creative Suite, Flash, web
and print design, HTML, CSS and JavaScript. They will
also have strong management skills, and experience
overseeing photography and social media design.

CREATIVE DIGITAL WEB DESIGNER
H&P Design
Salary: Depending on experience (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-110
A Nottingham-based digital design agency are expanding
due to high demand, and are now recruiting for a new
Web Designer to become part of their digital team. If you
are looking for a new opportunity and want an employer
who will train and work with you to help develop
your skills and ability, then we want to hear from you.
Successful applicants must have two years experience
with CSS and HTML and have worked on responsive
website design. If you have any experience in PHP that
would be advantageous, but is not essential.
INTEGRATED ART DIRECTOR
AF Selection Ltd
Salary: £35,000 - £50,000 (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-107
We’re looking for an agency-experienced Art Director
with a portfolio which can demonstrate a real balance
of print and digital work. This is a brilliant opportunity
to work within an agency environment, but to be able to
focus purely on one hugely successful client. You must be
able to demonstrate superb Mac skills, and be fluent in
Adobe Creative Suite software. We’re recruiting for nine
positions, with a mixture of long-term fixed-term contracts
and permanent positions.

DRAMA WORKSHOP TUTOR/DIRECTOR
Inspire Academy
Salary: £10,000 - £15,000 (part-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-113
Inspire Academy is a Nottingham-based workshop
established in 2007 by Luke Gell. We are a group of
140 young people with an emphasis on training young
people in a naturalistic, truthful style of performance.
The group is a casting resource with our young actors
working regularly in TV, film and theatre. We are looking
for a freelance drama practitioner to join our small team of
workshop leaders. We are looking for someone with either
experience as a professional actor or drama school and
university graduates with a desire to teach and develop
young people between the ages of 11-21.
MUSIC SERVICE TEAM LEADER
Nottingham Music Service
Salary: £25,000 - £30,000 (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-114
Nottingham Music Service is seeking to appoint an
experienced instrumental teacher to the post of Team
Leader First Access. This is a fantastic opportunity for
an enthusiastic and committed wind, brass, or strings
specialist with relevant ability, experience and aspirations
to support this creative and ambitious organisation
moving forward. The successful applicant will be able to
lead excellent whole class music teaching in city schools,
inspire and enthuse children in city ensembles and play a
key role in promoting the service aim of providing exciting
musical experiences for all children that connect with the
many not the few.

CREATIVE PROGRAMME ASSISTANT
New Art Exchange
Salary: £14,920 - £16,500 (22.5 hours a week)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-105
NAE is looking for a confident, enthusiastic and
artistically knowledgeable individual to join our team.
Initially on a three month temporary basis, you will
provide the highest quality support to the creative
programme which comprises of exhibitions, events and a
variety of community and audience development projects.
This post will suit those hoping to consolidate their
experience of working within the arts and culture sector.
The role will provide a detailed overview of the operations
of a contemporary arts space and will develop skills in
exhibition curation, audience development strategies, and
the curation and delivery of public events.
NETWORK SOLUTIONS DESIGNER
ReThink Recruitment
Salary: Negotiable (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-109
Leading Nottingham blue chip organisation are looking for
a Network Architect to design and manage the rollout of
critical network infrastructures to support products and
services. The successful candidate will have extensive
experience in core network services, as well as an indepth knowledge of LAN/WAN support and engineering
design for voice, data and video networks at Access,
Aggregation, and Core network location. In addition they
will also have TCP/IP data networks experience using
standards and technologies including but not limited to:
MPLS, EIGRP, OSPF, BGP4, STP, TRILL, 802.1q, 802.1ah,
802.11, SDN and Openflow.
SOCIAL MEDIA APPRENTICE
Nottingham University Hospitals Charity
Salary: £130 per week (full-time)
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-112
Do you have a passion for social media and
communication, with excellent planning and
organisational skills? If so, this may be the role for you.
You will be involved in updating and managing social
media sites, digital banner and poster design, newsletter
content writing, creating and managing blogs and
promotional material, e-marketing, and ensuring our
social media tools are kept up to date. Social media
management will form a large part of your job role,
meaning the successful applicant will be tasked with
increasing our presence on social media sites and
measuring how well our social media programs are
working. You should be familiar with Twitter, Facebook,
Google+, Pinterest, Tumblr and Blogger.

Add your jobs at
leftlion.co.uk/addjob

UPCOMING REAL CREATIVE FUTURES EVENTS
For RCF participants only, to sign up and book email rcf@nae.org.uk or call 0115 924 8630.
WORK OUT OF OFFICE
GUEST SPEAKER: EUGENE SKEEF
THURSDAY 7 MAY, 11AM – 4PM
At Hyson Green Youth Club

REAL CREATIVE FUTURES
FIRST YEAR ANNIVERSARY
THURSDAY 21 MAY, FROM 5.30PM
At New Art Exchange

Our pop-up office will be at Hyson
Green Youth Club, right next to New
Art Exchange, allowing attendees
to work, collaborate and have the
chance to meet percussionist,
Logo lock uppoet, educationalist
composer,
and cultural activist Eugene Skeef
(12pm – 2pm).

One year on, with over 210
businesses that have benefitted to
date and more than 2000 hours of
free business support provided: there
is plenty to celebrate! RCF members
are invited to join us for a special
get-together. RSVP to confirm your
attendance.
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VISUAL IDENTITY AND
SUCCESSFUL BRANDING
FRIDAY 22 MAY, 10AM – 1PM
At Arkwright Meadows
Community Gardens
This workshop event run by RCF
participant, Red Snapper Imaging,
focusses on making your brand stand
out from the crowd, the process of
creating a logo, and how to prepare
a design brief. This event is the result
of the Creative Community Call-Out.

CREATIVE COMMUNITY CALL-OUT
TO RUN A WORKSHOP EVENT
DEADLINE FOR JULY EVENT:
TUESDAY 26 MAY
An opportunity to bid for this work,
engaging in a competitive business
process, maybe for the first time!
It also gives other RCF participants
a chance to hear from you, as a live
case study, about putting knowledge,
theory and support into practice.
Contact us to apply.

Write Lion

interview: Aly Stoneman
illustration: Ian Carrington
poems: Deborah Tyler-Bennett

We caught up with the East Midlands’ most flamboyant and recognisable poet, Deborah Tyler-Bennett, to discuss vintage
fashion and how eavesdropping on buses can lead to “pure writing gold”…
Where do you source your fabulous attire?
I started buying and wearing vintage clothes when I inherited some of my gran’s
wardrobe from the late fifties. I collect a lot of forties and fifties hats and these tend to
dictate how my clothes look. I buy a lot in Brighton and at boutiques like London’s Pop,
but Nottingham’s vintage outlets such as Backlash and Leicester’s Dollymix are also
wonderful sources. I’m also very influenced by the colours and fashion images of Duggie
Fields, my favourite artist.
Besides expressing yourself through fashion, you are a talented wordsmith. What
inspires you?
A lot of my poems are to do with people. Life’s memorable characters are who really
intrigue me. I’ve had five volumes of poetry published, one (Pavilion, Smokestack) set
in Brighton and narrated by different characters, and my most recent (Kinda Keats,
Shoestring) written in response to a writing residency at Keats House in Hampstead. Both
volumes concentrated, in different ways, on character and I’ve had great fun performing
from them. Nottinghamshire’s never far away, though. My first book of poems, Clark Gable
in Mansfield, came from family history, as did my pamphlet from Nine Arches, Mytton,
Dyer, Sweet Billy Gibson, and I’ve returned to Notts for the stories in Turned Out Nice
Again (King’s England). Many of these stories were set in variety during the forties, and
I’ve been doing readings from them with music hall historian, Ann Featherstone.
What’s your most recent publication and what are you working on at the moment?
Kinda Keats came out in 2013, and I have a collection forthcoming from Salmon, AngloPunk, which tells the life story of Regency dandy Beau Brummell in sonnets. I’m also
working on a sequel to the short stories, Mice that Roared, which takes the characters
from Turned Out Nice Again into the fifties – it should be out from King’s England in
the autumn.

The poems we’ve printed here were written on the Threes bus. Tell us about the
inspiration behind them and the process of writing them?
The poems came from one of those unexpected poetic journeys, quite literally. I’ve been
regularly visiting my Dad in Sutton-in-Ashfield, sometimes from Derby, sometimes from
Nottingham. My advice to any writer lacking inspiration would be to get on their local
bus. I remember Ray Gosling saying how what you overheard could be pure writing gold,
and he was right. Conversations on buses have their own rhythms, and their shortness
– depending on where people get off, sometimes in mid-sentence – often dictates where
line-endings come. The poems began with listening, then notebook drafts, and lots of redrafting, but being careful not to lose those local sounds.

My advice to any writer lacking inspiration
would be to get on their local bus.
Can you recommend any good reads?
As a big fan of Andrew ‘Mulletproof’ Graves, I’d say his Light at the End of the Tenner
is great for anyone just beginning to find their way around poetry. It’s funny, sharp,
and has a sound that’s pure Notts. I’d also recommend Andy Jackson’s Red Squirrel
Press anthology, Double Bill: Poems Inspired by Popular Culture, which includes Kevin
Cadwallader’s lovely homage to Eric and Ernie, The Church of Bartholomew and Wiseman.
It kept me moved and entertained in equal measure.
You can read the full interview with Deborah Tyler-Bennett on the LeftLion website.
facebook.com/deborah.tylerbennett

Writing and Performance Advice: Deborah’s Five Top Tips
Be true to your own poetic/writing ‘voice’
but take advice from established editors
if it’s offered, they wouldn’t give it unless
they thought you had something worth
spending their time on.
Experiment – as the Cole Porter song goes
– try new forms and learn the tools and
techniques of the trade, you can only break
rules in any art form when you know how
they work.

Don’t let your computer fool you. Typed
works often look more finished than they
are, read work aloud to hear the ‘clunks’,
share it with writing friends – meeting in
the flesh if possible – whose judgments you
trust, and don’t ever send a first draft in
the body of an email.
Enjoy writing and performing, be
passionate about it, and give it all you
have.

Craft work, draft and re-draft. Don’t settle
for a first draft.

Overheard on the Threes*
‘I were disgustin’ as a child.’
‘Were yer?’
‘I used to wet mi sen in public, regular as Granddad’s clock.’

Hucknall Clay
Pasty Lord Byron poses from his alcove
above shoppers’ heads,
looking down on him and the Market Place,
sun-struck roofs bake to toffee.
Signage returns, FEED MERCHANTS, SEED,
something that could say MANAGEMENT.
Look up, then close your eyes to hear
the heart of this is beating below your feet,
Byron hears it too, chatter of bricklayers
weighed by hods, garments caked to stone.
Girls appear, bring earthenware bottles
their stoppers made of marbles.
Brickies to make this town rise, then sign-painters
outline slogans, working men will sing,
curse, bellow … longing all the while for girls
and babbies, or a hasty pint.
Sun melts them, sons of rest,
back to the red clay again.

‘That’s nothing, duck.’
‘Ent it?’
‘Neah. I used to suck the legs off rain beetles.’
She gathers bags about, looks almost satisfied.
‘Did yer?’
‘AAah.’
‘What are rain beetles? Sweets?’
‘No! Beetles, you know. They come out in rain, proper beetles.’
‘Never heard of em.’
‘You have.’
It’s clear she hasn’t.
The other woman shifts,
uncomfortable as fellow passengers tune in.
‘What do you mean, you never heard of beetles! Are they
sweets!’
‘Are they like spiders then?’
‘No, they’re chuffin’ beetles! Like, like, cockroaches.
‘Urgh! And you sucked legs off them!’
‘Said I were disgustin’.’
They leave the bus via Abbey Road, though not the one
frequented by the Beatles.

Ice Cream
i.m. Ray Gosling
Summat’s nagging, sense of a good day over,
knowing I can’t bump into you again
at stations, on trains, in The Vicky Centre.
Punk white hair, something of the rocker
in well-draped jacket, light shirt,
drainpipes. Always contentious:
‘wear what’s costly with knock-off,’ talk
harnessing pure Notts, we sat in Derby Station’s
Costa, gassing so long I’d missed two trains.
‘Keep going, just keep going’s my advice,’
then, in wicked earshot of the staff:
these Derby folk are slow.’
Fondant-centred Arthur Seaton, bird boned
through Ted jacket as we hugged goodbye
for what might be the last time, but it wasn’t
that was on a chilly afternoon (the Vicky where
it felt less brass monkey). Waving at me, Granddad
fashion, said: ‘hello, love, can I buy you an ice cream?’

*The Threes – Nottingham to Sutton-in-Ashfield bus service.
leftlion.co.uk/issue67
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Amber Run

5am
Album (RCA/Sony Music Entertainment)
In a whirlwind rise to fame, they were
signed to RCA after only a handful of
gigs, and now the pace seems to have
slowed a little for Amber Run. After
three excellent EPs, the debut album
from the five-piece who formed at the
University of Nottingham is finally here
and could be set to propel the band to
huge things. If you've been following
the band's career so far then much of
the content of 5am will be familiar to
you. The title track from their Pilot EP is
included here, while singles Noah and
Spark feature alongside recent release
Just My Soul Responding. But that
doesn't mean 5am is a cobbled-together
collection of songs we've heard already – there is some great new material here. 5am sets out
its stall early and starts as it means to go on with haunting opening track I Found delivering
a massive punch thanks to unpretentious lyrics and unfussy production. The rest of the
album follows suit. Comparisons with the likes of Bastille and Coldplay are obvious but valid,
not least because the band have taken a slightly Mylo Xyloto approach in placing a couple
of short instrumental pieces between tracks. It's not just throwaway radio fluff, however, as
they successfully combine stadium choruses with sophisticated instrumentation. If you're a
fan of punchy indie rock, 5am is definitely for you. It's a terrifically impressive debut and if
Bastille can make it big then this deserves to be number one across the globe. Superb stuff.
Nick Parkhouse
amber-run.com

Dirty Joe

C*n't Is a 4-Letter Word
Album (Self-released)
The four-letter c-word doesn't get that much of an outing in
songs, but on C*n't Is a 4-Letter Word, the filthy bogger Dirty
Joe flings it about with refreshingly rude relish. The title track
is a perfect showcase for Joe's dirty, bragging bars, enhanced
by DJ Loop Skywalker's c-word-based cuts (the album sees
him scratch all manner of sweary samples, including Colin
Farrell's lilting Celtic curses) and a dark, violin-based beat
you'll love if you're a fan of the likes of Taskforce, Jehst and Louis Slipperz. Nothingham is
a great tribute to the history of our city, with Joe's broad Notts diction championing local
achievements that include Robin Hood, Cloughie and Ibuprofen. It's all tied together by
some nice interludes, courtesy of Joe's soul record collection and Groucho Marx, making for a
brilliantly mucky album that bears repeated listens. Shariff Ibrahim
dirtyjoe.bandcamp.com

LeChuck

Demo
EP (Self-released)
It’s a simple truth that, at some point in conversation with a
hipster, they will name-drop a band that they’ve never really
listened to because they think it’s cool. I call this the ‘Fugazi-er
than thou’ moment, after the legendary post-hardcore rockers.
Every so often though, you come across the real deal: someone
who actually has spent time listening to Fugazi. Named after
an evil undead-demon-zombie-ghost pirate, LeChuck are
steeped in awkward, spiky noise and have the musical chops to prove it. They take influence
from bands like Sonic Youth and Weezer as well as Fugazi and, on this EP, they sound
suitably raw, slightly gawky and alive with possibilities. How can you not love a chorus that
contains the threat heard in Prepare to Die!, “I will milk every drop of blood from your body”
and the answer, “How appropriate, you fight like a cow”? Superb, and for a band with that
name, entirely apt. Tim Sorrel
lechuckband.bandcamp.com
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Louis Antoniou

Nick Jonah Davies

Louis Antoniou
EP (Self-released)

House of Dragons
Album (Lancashire and Somerset)

This young lad may be fairly freshfaced to the Notts music landscape,
but he’s certainly caught up quickly
by getting his name around town.
With a playful, blues-based sound
throughout, from the instruments
to the lyrics and singing style,
the music this guy creates will leave you begging for more. The
world-weary troubadour of Dear God and the more bar-band feel
of Forever Climbing gives you an idea of the many styles Louis
Antoniou is capable of mixing together while creating something
cohesive. This is music that works well recorded, but is begging
to be played live. The fact that he plays all the instruments
himself apart from the drums makes you wonder how he would
perform on stage, but is a heavy indicator of how fun his gigs
must be. Hannah Parker
louisantoniou.bandcamp.com

I’ve not heard guitar playing on
such an immense scale since first
seeing the live version of Fleetwood
Mac’s Big Love. Splitting rhythms
with the same hand is a talent
reserved for the angels, it seems.
Nick Jonah Davies appears to
be the ring leader of said creatures, possessing finger-picking
skills us mere mortals can only dream of. As the album began
with title track House of Dragons, I waited to hear some vocals
and lyrics, but soon became entranced with the overlaying
melancholy melodies, bass lines and rhythms. I’d have to call
Peace of Running Water the stand-out track. In a sense, it’s
an onomatopoeic song, conjuring the image of a slow stream,
trickling down in an idyllic mountain range somewhere. It is
soft, smooth, relentless, and I was drifting away at my desk.
Bloody beautiful. Lucy Manning
nickjonahdavis.bandcamp.com

Surfacing

Suspect Alibi

There aren’t many better ways to
tackle elitist cultural hierarchy than
through an onslaught of industrial
electronic noise that screams “We’ll
take back what’s always been
ours”. Between the five tracks of
the band’s debut album, there is
a journey through outright aggression and scary vocals, to a
melodic bleakness akin to sitting in a wind chime garden
during a storm. It challenges all preconditioned expectations
of music. There is no stand-out song – they all work together
as a complete piece that adopts an air of being beyond the
imagination. It works. Hypocalypse preaches, while Melancholy
of Fulfilment has the ability to put even the hardest of nuts
into a meditative trance. Where some artists throw different
frequencies, instruments and vocals into a mixer and come out
with a melody, Surfacing have created a thought-provoking piece
of art. Rachel Lewis
surfacing.bandcamp.com

This debut EP from the young, local
five-piece is an accomplished slice
of indie pop and rock. Seventeen
minutes of quality melodies are
delivered through guitars, synths
and tight vocal harmonies to back
up George Gretton’s clean, crisp lead
vocals. Opener and title track Roadside features chunky bass
and robust tub thumping, underpinning a sound reminiscent
of MGMT and our first taste of those irresistible harmonies.
Homeland is a lighter, brighter, more upbeat affair while third
track, Just Don’t, has a Vampire Weekend, calypso feel, building
to a huge, anthemic chorus. Final track Nowhere has a rather
nice guitar intro, giving way to spacey keyboard sounds and
more of those beautiful harmonies; the powerful chorus builds
to a crescendo boosted by soaring guitar. With a Glastonbury
appearance last year and their first Rock City-headlining gig in
April, this EP is a satisfying first offering that should maintain
the momentum. Craig Farina
facebook.com/suspectalibi

Zoojar

Various Artists

Electronic dance music has
become increasingly popular in
recent years. So popular, in fact,
that it’s difficult to find something
unique and listenable both
when sober in your room and
when dancing in a club. Zoojar’s
recent EP is able to prove that within the EDM genre, talent
is something that, when found, can be incredibly addictive.
Whether you’re getting ready for a night out, or listening while
commuting, tracks like Stray Dog and I Also Need To Love will
be played on repeat. Zoojar has created a collection of tracks
that stand up to repeated listening, sounding full and fun, with
clean, on-point production throughout – they’re clearly running
a tight ship when it comes to quality control. Even if you’re not
an electronic music fan, this is an EP that can be appreciated by
the masses. Hannah Parker
zoojar.bandcamp.com

A compilation album “in aid of
protecting and supporting the UK’s
vital NHS service from the threat of
privatisation and mistreatment” is
no bad thing in our books. Among
the fourteen tracks that have been
compiled here, We Own Them
treats us to a host of varied delights: a newey from The Cusp
that channels Grandaddy at their most tender, disorientating
techno crunch courtesy of Betty & The Physics, and Emma O &
Leetabix raucously mixing beatboxing and fuzzed-up guitars to
thrilling effect on a cover of Fugazi’s Waiting Room. It’s a mixed
bag for sure, and even though it’s a cliche to say, there really is
something for everyone here. With all profits raised going to 999
Call for the NHS (999callfornhs.org.uk), you could do worse than
slipping them some dosh, as I’m sure we’ve all had to make use
of NHS services at some point. Paul Klotschkow
iownyourecords.bandcamp.com

Surfacing
Album (Self-released)

Roadside EP
EP (Self-released)

Alpha EP
EP (Self-released)

Insultana – Lay My Head
We dread to think what this was
recorded on. Whatever it was it, force
yourself to listen past the murk and
enjoy a spirited performance from a
band playing loud and proud.
Juneau – Spit It Out
We don’t know much about this
performer, but what we do know is
that if they continue to make songs
like this haunted little number,
they’ll be a much bigger
name around
these parts.

We Own Them
Compilation (I Own You Records)

Sam Jones – Trouble At Mill
Bluesy bluster concerned with a spot
of bother where Sam threatens, “I
hope you are prepared to die”. Oh my.
Billie – Silhouettes
Recorded live – the perfect setting to
fully appreciate the singer’s soaring
vocals and emotive songwriting on
this self-penned effort.
Scorzayzee – Get Up (ft. Nina Smith)
The rapper is back and, judging by
his recent headline show at Rescue
Rooms, people are hyped for his very
long-awaited debut album. It should
be out by the time you read this.

Revenge of Calculon – Dirty Beast
The mysterious, masked musicians
crash land their spaceship on Planet
Funk to get down and dirty with
its inhabitants.
Pruga P ft Randolph – Head Bang
Notts producer Pruga P and
Derbyshire rapper Randolph break
down the East Midlands divide and
collaborate on this heavy production.
Ronika – Step To My Beat
Hopefully this eighties-influenced
electro-pop banger is a taster of
what to expect from her second
album due out later in the year.
leftlion.co.uk/llstereo
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Five Guys
Burger me

I love a good burger. Even more so when it’s accompanied by a
fizzy pop machine with OVER A HUNDRED DIFFERENT FLAVOURS
of Sprites, Fantas, Coke – you name it, they’ve flavoured it. I was
running late so managed to scope out the gaff while searching for my
LeftLion family: white and red square-tiled walls, a massive, shiny
open kitchen behind the tills, review quotations in frames around the
room. Yeah, Five Guys is looking fresh.
I found the riff raff upstairs, where we perused the menu and hopped
to it. For me, it was a no-brainer – bacon cheeseburger all the way
(£8.75). I think that’s massively steep, especially as you have to order
chips separately – that always makes me feel a bit duped. But still,
give it to me.
Toppings are all free, so I went for grilled mushrooms, grilled onions,
green peppers and jalapenos. I’m telling you, the first bite was the
stuff wet dreams are made of. The juicy, thin patties were laced with
that real-hip-hop, plastic cheese goodness, and came wrapped in foil,
which somehow added to the pleasure. The Cajun fries (£4) were just
begging to be shoved in the gob. Flavour game was strong. All this,
hoovered up in around thirty seconds flat.

a typical venue choice for our herbivore friends. A veggie burger
packed with that Cajun spice wouldn’t have gone amiss, but you
can’t have it all.
Suddenly, a hot dog appeared. And it was good. Filled with pickles,
mustard and magic, I managed an eye-close-inducing bite before it
was clawed from my grasp by the pack. They do a beef dog and a
bacon cheese dog which, at around a fiver, I’d be happy to go back
and sample.
The drinks are a massive highlight – I felt like a kid in a sweetshop.
“Raspberry Sprite? Cherry Fanta? Blueberry Coke? I just don’t know!”
At £2.50, those babies are refillable too. Trouble is, you’re always
gonna end up pissing into next week with those kinds of getups.
Another nice touch is the free buckets of peanuts.
Overall, this is somewhere I’d go for a treat, or if a bit smashed,
craving fast food and unable to talk myself out of spending so much.
Basicalleh, it’s McDonald’s for the more discerning burger enthusiast.
Bridie Squires
34 Long Row West, NG1 2DR. 0115 988 1932

Unfortunately, our veggie sister was less than impressed with her
flavourless, soggy vegetable sandwich (£3.75) but it’s probably not

Riverbank

Food up stream

Since being converted some years ago, the building on the edge of
Trent Bridge has turned a touch more upmarket. Overlooking the
river, sipping a glass of vino, digging into a meat board with the sun
on your face, it’s easy to think you’ve been transported to Venice.
But it’s not Venice, it’s Nottingham. Romantic boating encounters
are, at times, more akin to getting snogged by disco light on a
Princess river cruise than being serenaded on a gondola. Riverbank
is somewhere you can escape the tat and receive a slice of luxury.
Complete with slick decor that includes an outdoor fire pit and
comfortable furniture, the balance between contemporary and nottoo-up-its-own-arse has been struck perfectly.
The sublime stilton and walnut salad (£6.95) came with slices of
apple, celery and a cider vinaigrette; the warm tart of goats cheese
(£6.95) was creamy beyond belief, accompanied by beets and a thin,
buttery cracker base; the pan-fried Scottish scallops (£12.50) with
black pudding were my favourite. The scallops were perfectly seared
and the black pudding was unbelievably moreish. You won’t find any
packeted rubbish here.
For mains, I had a pan-fried stone bass fillet (£16.95) on a bed of
tomato and basil risotto with pickled fennel – the fish was crispy on
the outside, juicy and falling apart on the inside, with the heavily
flavoured risotto making it difficult to put the fork down. My friends

Treat Kitchen

fiveguys.co.uk

had the Moroccan spiced lamb rump (£17.60) and the vegetarian
Thai curry (£9.95) with sticky rice. The lamb, perfectly pink and juicy,
was ridiculous. Laced with a tasty chickpea tagine and mint gnocchi
discs, I reckon it was the best of the three. The Thai curry’s colourful
mound of vegetables was light and fragrant – perfect.
It was a while before we could contemplate any dessert, but a natter
and another spritzer did the trick. The chocolate mousse (£6.95) was
indulgently thick and came adorned with salted peanut caramel. I
nearly died. The warm apple tart tatin (£7.50) had a chewy, sugary
pastry that fell from the apple centre, with Chantilly cream. But the
absolute sex-in-the-mouth cherry topper was the cappuccino crème
brulée with cinnamon doughnuts (£6.50). Yes, it was as amazing as
it sounds.
The whole meal instigated some serious “mmm”s, and amazing
service with good recommendations enhanced the experience. A
side suggestion of truffle oil and parmesan chips (£3.95) have ruined
all other chips for me. Proper food in one of the city’s best locations.
Summer beckons, and so does Riverbank. Bridie Squires
Trent Bridge, West Bridgford, NG2 2GS. 0115 986 7960
riverbanknotts.co.uk
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We love a local independent. Even
more so when they start stocking
everything from chocolate pizzas
to ginger beer-flavoured bonbons.
Martin and Jess Barnett have
opened just the establishment,
much to the joy of belt stockists
all over Nottingham. We found
out what they had to say about all
things tuffy...
Tell us how Treat Kitchen started...
We were living in Australia and Martin was working
as a confectionary buyer for Kmart during which time
he made great connections with British suppliers.
When we had a child, we started afresh by setting
up our own business in our home city of Nottingham.
It’s been Martin’s family’s business for years – there’s
been a Barnett’s sweet factory in Nottingham since the
1890s. Our shop’s on Wheeler Gate and there are lots of
offices nearby, but they hate us for being there. They’re
tempted too often.
What’s your best selling sweet at the moment?
We sell 36 different varieties of gourmet jelly beans
and the best selling, believe it or not, is liquorice. It’s
quite divisive – Marmitey. After its success, we made

liquorice fudge and people just went for it. Our dessert
range of traditional boiled sweets are really popular too:
strawberry cheesecake, lemon meringue pie, rhubarb
crumble and banoffee pie. They melt in the middle.
Do you come up with your own flavours?
We went to the world’s biggest sweet festival in
Cologne to find new ideas and see what’s trending in
the sweet world. We found a bonbon supplier who does
flavours like ginger beer, lemonade and rhubarb and
custard. We’ve also commissioned flavours from Michael
Barnett who owns Edwardian Confectionery Co in
Huthwaite. He makes rock in the traditional method in
big copper pans, then rolls it out and cuts it up by hand.
He made us a ‘Nottingham rock’ in the colours of the
Nottingham flag, apple and raspberry flavour.
Do you have anything new coming out?
One of our new ranges is Radioactive Sours. They’re so
sour they come with a warning. The sweets will be in
scientific bottles like the beakers that have the narrow
neck and the wider base. All the labelling is sciencethemed and the flavours are going to be on periodic
tables, so raspberry will be Rb etc. The labels were
designed by NTU graphic design students.
That must be great for their portfolios...
Absolutely. They’re doing design work that is
enhancing our business and future
employees can see that they
actually made a difference to our

start-up. They also customised our Mother’s Day range,
which was really cute, and did our window display.
They’ve done a great job. We’ve also got a Nottingham
Trent University marketing intern from Valencia, so
we’re all learning Spanish.
Do you sell hampers of sweets?
Yep, we tailor-make them. When Valentine’s Day comes
around and a lad comes in saying, “Erm, well she likes
chocolate…” we can talk them through it. We created a
strawberry and champagne flavour fudge for a wedding
recently. It was so popular that it’s in the shop now.
Where do you get the fudge?
Patrick, my father-in-law, does all the fudge mixing in
his onsite laboratory with a fudge kettle. He’s an exchemistry teacher – it’s a bit like Breaking Bad!
Can you make mushy pea flavour fudge then?
Ha, that would be odd. Maybe in time for Goose Fair…
thetreatkitchen.co.uk

Taurus (21 Apr – 21 May)
Your birthday will be ruined this month
when you decide that you want to own a
pair of crotchless jeans, but realise you are
unable to operate scissors properly.

Scorpio (24 Oct – 22 Nov)
An old euphemism becomes real this
week when your partner takes loads of
LSD and throws their excrement into an
electric fan.

Gemini (22 May – 22 June)
Bad news: a knife-wielding maniac will
jump out of the bushes and stab you
nineteen times. Good news: a mix of
salt and lemon juice can help get the
bloodstains out.

Sagittarius (23 Nov – 22 Dec)
Everyone loves a monkey, but you will
be arrested next week for loving several
of them against their will.

Cancer (23 June – 23 July)
Getting your nipples pierced is a really
bad idea when you are a cute balloon dog.
Leo (24 July – 23 Aug)
When pushed for an answer, your mum
says that although she doesn't have
any favourites among her children, it's
definitely not you.
Virgo (24 Aug – 23 Sept)
Whatever happens this month, the one
thing you should definitely avoid is
reading your horrorscope.
Libra (24 Sept – 23 Oct)
Your late grandfather causes
awkwardness this week when he is
reincarnated as your son.

Capricorn (Dec 23 – Jan 19)
Your attempts to sleep with your boss’
wife will go wrong this month when
you wake them both up climbing into
their bed.
Aquarius (20 Jan – 19 Feb)
The most practical way for you to
‘follow your dreams’ is to spend more
time asleep.
Pisces (20 Feb – 20 Mar)
Your sign shows that this is a good month
for romance in the workplace, which may
cause trouble for you and everyone else
at the monastery.
Aries (21 Mar – 20 Apr)
Family and travel are showing as
dominant in your sign this month,
which means your dad’s car is going to
get stolen.
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Visit our website to see videos and galleries of recent events,
sign up to our newsletter to keep in touch with everything.
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#NTUDEGREESHOW

CREATIVE TALENT TAKEOVER:
29 MAY - 6 JUNE 2015
20 STUNNING EXHIBITIONS BY OUR GRADUATING ART AND DESIGN STUDENTS.
NOTTINGHAM TRENT UNIVERSITY CITY SITE, FREE ADMISSION.
INDUSTRY PREVIEW EVENT: 28 MAY

CATWALK SHOWS AND EXHIBITION: 20 - 21 MAY

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY DAY: 30 MAY

PHOTOGRAPHY FESTIVAL: 26 MAY - 5 JUNE

All 2015 info:

www.ntu.ac.uk/degreelion15

@ntuartanddesign

@ntuart

#ntudegreeshow
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